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Developmental studies of early limb coordination have defined
and described it in terms of the normative ages at which infants are

capable of well-defined
object.

acts such as sitting up, or picking up an

The primary reason for this focus has been the lack of

suitable methodology for describing limb movements in terms of

parameters of motion per se, such as direction, velocity, and

distance moved.

Studies that have attempted detailed descriptions

of early limb coordination have made use of standard observational

techniques; as one result the phenomena claimed to have been demon-

strated in these studies are quite controversial.

Recently a number

of methods of computer-aided photogrammetry have been developed that

permit movements to be scored in detail and with great accuracy.

The

present study sought to demonstrate the utility of such techniques
in the study of early coordination.

Two phenomena were investigated

that have been described as fundamental to properties of movement

V

organization in both adult and infant limb movements.

"Self

synchrony" can be defined as a tendency for movements of the left
and right limbs to co-occur with a greater probability than would
be expected if the timing of movements in the two arms is in fact

independent.

The second phenomenon, interactive synchrony, can be

defined formally as the tendency of a listener's movements to coincide
with the timing of speech events in a speaker's voice.

Studies have

claimed that both adults and infants show this kind of speech-

movement synchrony.

Four infants were filmed at

again at 10 weeks of age.

2

weeks of age and

Stimulus conditions included a repeating

tape-recorded speech stimulus, natural mother-infant interaction, and
the infant observed while alone, with little stimulus input.

Movement

"events" were defined in terms of peaks in wrist velocity, and

changes in direction.

All stressed syllables in the tape recorded

speech were defined as speech "events."

The hypotheses of self-

synchrony and interactive synchrony were investigated with lagsequential analyses.

No evidence for either form of synchrony was

found at either age.

These negative results were then discussed in

terms of their validity and developmental significance.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

One of the most basic and ubiquitious behaviors
of the

infant in the first months of life is the infant's
spontaneous

limb movement.

We would expect that the literature on infant

motor development would have extensively described and
studied
developmental changes in the infant's early spontaneous
movements.

However, this literature has given relatively

little attention to describing movement per se, but has focused
on establishing age norms for simple motor acts that can be

described in terms of success or failure, such as rolling over,
sitting alone, crawling, etc.
1969).

^

(Gesell,

1929,

1933; McGraw,

Indeed, we know very little about the infant's behavior

in this early period and its developmental significance.

The traditional emphasis on motor "milestones" in the

developmental literature is largely due to the difficulty
inherent in describing temporal aspects of movements.

Consider

the difficulty of describing the timing and extent, or

"topology", of the component motions in an infant's reach for
an object.

One would need sophisticated technology to specify

the timing of components, their direction in space, and their
extent.

In

contrast, describing the consequences of movements

is relatively easy and requires no special methodology.

1

The

2

object is either picked up or it isn't.

The infant either

successfully rolls over or he doesn't.
A good way to assess the current level of our
knowledge

about temporal aspects of infant movements is to consider
the

degree of precision in our descriptive vocabulary.

Newborn

neurological exams often use descriptive terms such as
jerkiness, spasticity, or "cogwheel" limb movements to attempt
to capture the temporal character or form of the newborn's

movements, but, for example, there is no vocabulary with which
to move to a more precise level and describe "jerkiness"

itself.

As another example, newborn infants' movements often

give the impression of being disorganized and somewhat random,

while at other times they appear to be well coordinated.

The

timing of the movements seems to be involved yet even if one

observes very carefully it is often difficult to say what it is
about the infant's quality of movement that creates these

impressions.

Despite the difficulty of describing and analyzing the
temporal dimension of movements, some notable attempts to do so

have been made from different perspectives in the psychological
literature.

Efforts have been made to understand how movement

is controlled and also how movement functions as a

communicative modality.

Some fundamental temporal phenomena of

movement have been tentatively identified

in adults,

and

attempts have been made to extend this work to the
period of

early infancy.

Unfortunately, the methods used to transcribe

and analyze movement in these studies have often
been

subjective and simply inadequate to deal with the detail and

complexity of the data.

As a result of such methodological

weaknesses much of this work, particularly in the developmental
literature, has been quite controversial.
Recently, major advances have been made in the field of

exercise science with respect to the problems of scoring and
analyzing movement (Abdel-Aziz and Karara, 1971; Dapena, 1978;

Woltring,

1980).

Computer-aided methods have been developed

that permit body movements to be transcribed in terms of

accurate moment-to-moment three- dimensional coordinates.

This

new methodology enables movements to be transcribed with
complete objectivity, with little loss of detail, and in

a

manner that permits quantitative description and analysis of

variety of temporal and spatial parameters of movement.

a

The

research described here represents the first adaptation of such

techniques to the study of movement in infancy.

Through the

application of these techniques the present study overcomes

many of the methodological problems that have hampered the
developmental study of movement in infancy.
The research reported here investigates early

developmental changes in two phenomena that have been suggested

4

to be fundamental temporal properties of spontaneous
movements
in adults as well as infants.

First, evidence of several kinds

suggests that movements in the adult are controlled as

whole-body patterns, in such

a

way that movements of different

body parts tend to start and stop, and change direction
simultaneously.

For example, suppose that as you are reading

this you adjust your posture to get more comfortable.

It

is

likely that whatever body parts are involved in making the

change will all begin moving at the same instant, rather than
your beginning to move by first starting your arms in motion
and an instant later beginning to move your legs.

This

phenomenon has been referred to as "self synchrony."

major

A

goal of the present study was to determine whether there is

evidence for self synchrony in the infant, and if so, when it
first appears.

Another temporal phenomenon of movement that has been
studied in adults concerns the effect of social interaction on
the timing of participants' movements.

Studies of adult

nonverbal communication have suggested that

a

fundamental

property of face-to-face interaction is that many aspects of
the participants' behavior become precisely synchronized.

phenomenon has been called "interactive synchrony".

This

For

example, Kendon (1971) found that when participants in

a

conversation were actively listening, many of their unconscious

gestures and postural shifts were synchronized with
boundaries
in the speech of the speaker.

For example, just as the speaker

shifted topics, the listener would change his sitting
position.
Or, the listener might move his hand or nod
exactly at the

start of

a

speaker's sentence.

Kendon has suggested that this

sort of movement synchrony may function as

a

form of feedback

to the speaker that the listener is attending to him.

Alternatively, it may reflect the listener's internal processes
in tracking and processing the speech signal.

But most

importantly, regardless of the function of such synchrony, its

presence clearly demonstrates that the listener is at some
level "monitoring" the speaker's voice.

Researchers interested in the early development of

communication in the infant have also been interested in the
phenomenon of interactive synchrony.

considered the infant's movements as

This perspective has
a

communicative modality

and has sought to make use of relationships between the

infant's movement displays and the mother's communicative

behavior to assess the infant's sensitivity to communication.
In particular there has been great interest in the degree to

which aspects of the infant's behavior become synchronized with

communicative behaviors of the mother.

Evidence for synchrony

between mother and infant during interaction has been
interpreted as evidence that the infant is actively

6

participating in the interaction by monitoring the mother's

communicative behavior and modifying his own behavior
to be in
synchrony with it.

The rationale behind such studies has been

that greater precision in synchrony between the mother and

infant reflects

a

greater ability for them to regulate their

own behavior, and to be sensitive to the other's behavior.

Several different kinds of synchrony have been claimed to

have been found.

In particular,

Condon and Sander (1974) have

suggested that newborn infants' limb movements become

synchronized with adult speech.

This study has had

far-reaching implications for our understanding of infant
development, and has been widely cited.

However, there are

a

number of theoretical reasons suggesting that it is impossible
for infant movements to be synchronized in the manner this

study has claimed.

Because of these issues and methodological

problems with the study there is

a

considerable degree of

controversy over whether mother-infant synchrony between
movements and speech occurs, and if it does, what aspects of
the mother's behavior the infant is sensitive to.

Because of

the interest there has been in different kinds of mother-infant

synchrony, and the controversy surrounding Condon and Sanders'
work, the second substantive goal of the present research was
to investigate more thoroughly the phenomenon of interactive

synchrony between speech and movement.

Literature Review

Self Synchrony.

A basic property of movement that
has been

studied in adults is that movements are generally
controlled as

whole-body patterns.

As a result there is a strong tendency

for changes in direction of individual body parts to
be

synchronized.
activity,

a

The idea here is that in performing any routine

"pattern" of movements is programmed and initiated

simultaneously for all body parts, calling for some body parts
to begin moving and for others to remain stationary.

This

"pattern" of moving is then maintained briefly until it is
updated or replaced by

a

new pattern of movement, at which time

some or all of the body parts that were initially moving may

stop or change direction, (or continue to move in the same way)

while other body parts which were not in motion may now begin
4

to move.

In

other words, changes in motion of the different

parts of the body tend to occur in clusters, all at the same
time, as opposed to such changes in motion being independent of

when other body parts change.
This phenomenon of synchrony in changes in limb and trunk

movements was first described by Condon and Ogston (1966), who
called it "self synchrony".

The method used in this study was

to film face-to-face interaction and then attempt to segment

both movements and speech to as fine

a

temporal level as

possible.

Condon and Ogston divided up body movements
into

movements of individual "body parts" at each
joint (head,
shoulders, elbow, wrist, etc.)

and scored times in the filr
Lm

where changes in direction of movements
occurred (e.g.:

flexion-extension).

They also segmented the speech signal

recorded on the film into phonemes and changes in
phonemes.

A

trained phonetician segmented the speech by moving the
film
back and forth while listening to the sound.

The film frame

number most closely associated with the onset of each
phoneme
was found in this manner.

A timeline was then generated with

points of change in motion marked for all body parts.
Using this technique, Condon and Ogston (1966) found that
small, unconscious movements of

a

speaker tended to cluster at

the same instant of time, and that the timing of movement

changes had

a

very precise relationship to his speech.

Movements of many body parts tended to hold the same

relationship of moving together for

1

to 5 film frames,

(1/2ilth

to 5/24ths of a second), and then changes would occur in the

movement of all or most of the body parts at the same instant.
The movements were not necessarily in the same direction, or

symmetrical, but rather, there were periods, or

"configurations" of change in body movements that would remain

constant for several film frames and then shift into another

configuration of movement of either the same or different body

parts.

For example, a speaker might be extending
his left arm,

wlTile flexing the right arm, while
leaning

forward.

I^iis

configuration might continue brieHy, and then abruptly,
some
or all body parts would shift direction
to

of movement.

a

new configuration

For example, the speaker might continue to
lean

forward but reverse the direction of movement in
his two arms,

flexing the left, and extending the right.

Condon and Ogston

termed these brief "packages" of movement configurations

"process units."

The defining characteristic of process units

is that they begin and end with many body parts changing

direction at the same instant.
In

examining the relationship between process units and

speech, Condon and Ogston found that process units always

changed synchronously with "phoneme boundaries" as well as

other speech boundaries.
same direction over

a

Large movements that continued in the

number of phoneme boundaries (and across

several process units) would eventually change direction at

larger boundaries of speech, like syllables, words, or phrases.
Thus, the hierarchical structure of the speakers 's speech was

often paralleled by the pattern of his movements.
a

For example,

speaker might make several small hand movements and head nods

with each phrase within

a

sentence, while making larger

postural shifts at sentence boundaries.

The authors referred

to the clustering of body movements into process units and the

.

10

synchronization of process units with phoneme
boundaries as

different aspects of "self synchrony."

Furthermore, they

suggested that the implication of their data
was that an

individual's speech and movement are coupled
temporally, at all
levels
A strong argument can be developed that during
speech we

should expect the sort of temporal organization in
movements
found by Condon and Ogston (1966), based on Lashley's
(1954)

arguments that there must be

a

single, central timing mechanism

for the control of all activities where timing is
important.

Lashley pointed out that in many kinds of routine human
activity, movements occur at too high

feedback to tell when

a

a

rate for peripheral

given movement has been accomplished.

For example, in order to play an extremely fast passage on the

piano with

a

precise rhythmic pattern, the musician must be

able to make the many movements required based on an internal,
timing mechanism, since there is not enough time to receive and

process peripheral feedback between playing each note.
Perhaps the most persuasive argument made for central

timing by Lashley was how pervasive are the effects of rhythms
on our behavior:

"Rhythms tend to spread to almost every other
concurrent activity. One falls into step with a
band, tends to breathe, and even to speak in time
with the rhythm.
The all pervasiveness of the
rhythmic discharge is shown by the great difficulty

11

of learning to maintain two rhythms
at once, as in
three against four with the two hands.
The point to
be emphasized here is the widespread
effect of a
rhythmic discharge indicating the involvement
of
almost the entire effector system, the
concurrent
action of different rhythmic systems, and
the
imposition of the rate upon both the initiation
and
speed of movement (195^1, p.
191)."

Another way of stating Lashley's argument with
respect to

rhythm is that if the timing of the movements of
all body parts
is controlled by a single, central timing mechanism,
then a

rhythmic pattern of movement cannot be confined to one
aspect

of the body's movement, but will tend to pervade movements of
all parts of the body.

This can be easily demonstrated with

the seemingly simple task of tapping

a

regular rhythmic pattern

with one hand, while simultaneously tapping

rhythm with the other.

a

random, irregular

If this is attempted,

it is immediately

apparent that either the regular rhythm tends to interfere with
the irregular rhythm, or vice versa.

As another example,

consider how easy it is to perform mirror image movements of
the two arms at the same time, compared to the difficulty of

patting one's head and rubbing one's stomach

simultaneously
timing.

—movements

that require different, incompatible

Initially, the rhythmic pattern of patting tends to

"invade" and disrupt the smooth continuous flow of motion

required for circular rubbing movements.

Why is this task

difficult, unless both kinds of movement are strongly coupled

12

to a single central timing scheme?

Even when the two movements

seem to be isolated and independent of
one another, the fact
that they are still closely coupled can
be readily demonstrated

by attempting to change the rate of
rubbing independently of
the rate of patting.
The tendency for rhythms to pervade all aspects
of one's

movements provides

a

strong reason to expect self synchrony

during activities having

a

definite rhythmical component.

The

synchrony between movements and speech observed by Condon
and
Ogston (1966) for example, may have been particularly evident

due to the fact that rhythmicity is an important component of
speech.

Martin (1972) has argued the most strongly for rhythm

as being a fundamental component of speech.

speech has

a

He has argued that

hierarchical rhythmic structure that is important

both to production and perception.

His definition of rhythmic

structure is broadly defined to mean that sequential speech

sounds are not simply concatenated, but rather, their position
in time is constrained by the timing of all the other speech

sounds in the sequence.

That is, the timing of each speech

element occurs relative to the other elements.
Martin points out that the importance of rhythm in speech

has been largely overlooked because of misconceptions that
"rhythmicity" must entail strict temporal regularity.

He

suggests that much of the research on rhythmicity in speech has

13

been misguided.

In

particular, he criticizes research that
has

taken rhythm to mean strict periodicity.

needlessly stringent, according to Martin.

Such definitions are
He draws the

analogy between rhythm in speech and in music,
pointing out
that even in music with

a

definite rhythmic pattern, large

accelerations and retards in the tempo or "beat" can
and often
do occur within musical phrases, while the
relative timing of

elements within the phrase remains quite constant.

The same is

true of rhythm in speech.

Empirical evidence for the importance of the relative

timing of speech sounds has been provided by experiments where
the rhythm of recorded sentences has been altered

experimentally.

It

is well known that native speakers of a

language can reliably hear stresses in spoken speech for which
there are no simple acoustic correlates (Fowler,

1979).

This

has suggested to some that such stresses have no reality in the

physical signal.

However. Martin (1970) has shown that varying

the time at which

a

a

syllable occurs (whether it falls on or off

rhythmic beat) can determine whether or not it is heard as

being stressed, even when there are no acoustic cues that it i£

stressed.

Thus, in sentences such as "His final act was to see

that the men were not lost", the final stress can be made to be

heard either on "not" or on "lost" depending upon which of

these words falls on

a

rhythmic beat.

This suggests that the

physical basis of stresses may be partly based
on rhythmicity

rather than solely on the frequency or intensity
of the
stressed syllable.

Experiments such as Martin's argue strongly for
the

importance of rhythm in the perception of speech.

While the

location of the final stress in the sample sentence
above does
not change the meaning of the sentence appreciably, other

examples can be readily thought of in which the location of
stresses is critical for the meaning.

In

jTostel for pau pers has too moody man agers"

the sentence "The
.

it is easy to

imagine how the rhythm of the stresses in the sentence could be
changed slightly, causing the meaning pattern to change from
"too moody managers" to

"

two moody managers".

The foregoing example suggests

rhythm in perceiving speech.

a

functional role for

Martin argues that the tendency

for stresses in sentences to come at regular intervals may

greatly facilitate processing of speech by placing important
elements at predictable times:
"Since rhythmically patterned sounds have a time
trajectory that can be tracked without continuous
monitoring, perception of initial elements in a
pattern allows later elements to be anticipated in
real time.
Suppose that some elements in a sequence
are more informative than others.
If these
informative elements are nonadjacent and temporally
predictable, then certain efficient perceptual
strategies (e.g., attention cycling between input and
processing) might be facilitated.
Perception of
concatenated sounds, on the other hand, would seem to
M88).
require continuous attention" (1972, p.
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Martin's evidence suggesting that speech
is strongly
rhythmical, combined with the fact that
rhythms exert

a

pervasive influence on the timing of body
movements provides

a

strong argument that self synchrony should
be expected during
speech.

While it is not clear from this evidence
whether we

should also expect self synchrony to be present
during

activities that do not have

a

strong rhythmic component,

a

case

can nevertheless be made for expecting self
synchrony to be

present in all movement.
Useful movements nearly always involve

a

number of

different body parts moving together in complex ways.

For this

reason it would make sense for movements to be controlled as

whole-body patterns, or "process units".

The problem of

coordinating these different motions in time is simplified if
the movements of each body part do not have to be independently

controlled.

In

fact, it would be extremely difficult to

control movements of each body part independently, because of
the way movements of different body parts interact, and

influence one another.

For example, a forceful movement of one

arm will also tend to produce a compensating movement of the

trunk.

If

such compensating movements are to be taken into

account and prevented, it would seem essential to program

movements as whole-body patterns.

This kind of movement

organization also would allow the control system to cycle
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between monitoring the current movement
pattern and calculating
the next, in much the same way Martin
(1972) has suggested that

rhythmicity in speech allows one to cycle between
attending and
processing

has been heard.

v*iat

Recently, Kelso, Southard and Goodman,
(1979) reported an

elegant demonstration of self synchrony during

a

task that did

not involve any obvious external rhythmic component.

The task

was designed to determine if movements of the two
hands are

controlled separately, or if the two hands are constrained to
act as a single unit.

Subjects were presented with

a

reaction-time task which required them to lift their two hands
from two "home" buttons and press two target buttons when

presented with

a

signal.

The size and distance of the two

target buttons from the home buttons was made different so that

one hand had to move

a

greater distance and also depress

smaller button than did the other hand.

a

The difficulty of the

one hand's task was therefore much greater than that of the
other.

The authors reasoned that if the two hands were

controlled separately, the movement time for the hand with the
easier movement (closer, larger target) would be shorter than
for the other hand.

Alternatively, if movements of the two

hands are controlled in conjunction, the movement time would be
the same for the two hands.

Although subjects in this task

were not told either to initiate movements or reach the two
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targets simultaneously, they nevertheless
did both.

Not only

were initiation and completion of
the two movements

simultaneous, but the two hands also reached
peak acceleration
and velocity simultaneously, despite
the fact that they were

moving at different speeds and for different
distances.
Furthermore, when subjects were specifically
instructed to try
to move the two hands independently, by
reaching the easy

button first, although they did improve their movement
time to
the first button, their reaction times to begin moving
from the

home keys was also longer, so that there was no overall

improvement in response time.

The authors interpreted this as

meaning that the independent movements were more difficult for
the subjects to perform.
In

summary, self synchrony has been demonstrated by Condon

and Ogston (1966) to occur between movements of the body, and

between movements and speech.

While Condon and Ogston

emphasized the synchrony between the movement and phoneme
boundaries, everyday observations about the pervasive influence

of rhythms on movements, and Martin's (1970,

1972) work

demonstrating the importance of rhythmicity in speech suggest
that the synchrony observed between speech and movement by
Condon and Ogston (1966) may be based on the regular rhythm of

stresses found in speech, which necessarily also fall on
phoneme boundaries.

Furtheremore, while rhythmicity of speech
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ma y accentuate movements being synchronous
and rhythmic,

evidence has shovm that self synchrony
occurs even during tasks
with no inherent rhythmic component (Kelso,
et al

Interactiv e Synchrony

. ,

1979).

While we would expect temporal

.

properties of movement to provide insights into
how movements
are controlled, it may also be the case that
properties of

movement are related in indirect ways to other important
processes.

Researchers interested in nonverbal aspects of

communication have done very detailed examinations of
temporal
properties of movement.
considered movement as

Research from this perspective has
a

communicative modality and has

examined how aspects of movement can give insight into
fundamental properties of face-to-face interaction.

This

research has been particularly concerned with nonverbal signals
that convey the feeling of "rapport" between speaker and
listener.

A number of studies in this literature have claimed

that during interaction certain aspects of the listener's

behavior become synchronized with the speech signal of the
speaker.

"Interactive synchrony" as it has been termed, has

been considered to provide such cues to the speaker, and also
to reflect on the listener's processing of the speech signal.

Condon and Ogston (1966) were the first to report evidence

of interactive synchrony, in the same study in which they
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reported self synchrony,

-niey

segmented the listener's

movements in the same manner that the
speaker's movements had
been segmented, and found that movement
changes in the listener
were also organized as process units.

Furthermore, the

movements of the listener were synchronized
with phoneme
boundaries as well as syllable, word, and phrase
boundaries.
Thus, the listener's behavior was coupled
in

a

very precise way

with that of the speaker.
Partial confirmation of the phenomenon of interactive

synchrony has been provided by Kendon (1970).
Kendon analyzed films of interaction in

a

this study,

In

London pub, using

Condon's method, but only segmenting the speech down to the
level of syllables.

The same type of interactive synchrony was

found, as had been found by Condon.

"forms" of synchrony were evident.

In

addition several

At the beginnings

of

interchanges "movement mirroring" tended to occur between the
speaker and the person he was directly addressing.

That is,

the listener adopted elements of the same posture as the

speaker and made symmetrical movements at the same time as the
speaker, appearing to be

a

mirror image of him.

Another kind

of synchrony that was observed appeared very likely to be
important in playing

a

regulatory role in the interaction.

Late in interchanges listeners who were about to speak would

move in

a

nodding manner, appearing to track the pitch level

and rhythm of the speaker's speech.

In Kendon's words,

"It seems probable that these movements
serve to
give advanced warning that B wants to speak
when T is
finished, and further, it may be that in overtly
'beating time' to T's speech, he may thereby
facilitate the precise timing of his own entry
as a
speaker, much as a musician may begin to move
conspicuously with the music as he readies himself
to
enter with his part at the right moment"
(1970, p.
1 1

4)

In

»

contrast to this very plausible kind of "loose"

interactive synchrony, the obligatory, extremely precise
synchrony between

all_

movements and phoneme boundaries claimed

by Condon and Ogston (1966) is difficult to account for.

mechanism Condon and Ogston

(

The

1966) proposed to explain

synchrony between phoneme boundaries and movement is that

listeners simply react to the occurence of each phoneme

boundary as it occurs, in less than 1/24th second

(i\2

msec).

Elsewhere Condon (1977) has referred to such fast reaction
times as

a

"primary phase" in the response of the nervous

system to speech.
However,

a

strong case can be made that synchrony between

movement and phoneme boundaries per se is impossible, based on
the nature of phonemes and phoneme boundaries, and the speed

with which human beings can react to stimuli by moving.

argument is developed fully in Appendix

study by Condon and Sander (1974).

In

1

—a

critique of

This
a

brief, most phonemes

occur at irregular intervals, so even in very rhythmic speech
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there is no way to anticipate when they
will occur.

TTierefore

the mechanism for moving synchronously
with such events must be
to simply react to them within

1/24th second.

However, two

kinds of evidence suggest such brief reaction
times are
impossible.

Research in speech perception suggests that there
are

often no acoustic cues to mark boundaries between
phonemes.
Such boundaries are extracted from the speech signal
with

difficulty.

Locating such boundaries takes processing time.

Often a given boundary can only be found by using information
about later-occurring phonemes as much as 1/5th second after
the boundary being analyzed.

Secondly, even for phoneme

boundaries where there are clear-cut acoustic contrasts in the
speech signal, evidence suggests that reaction times within
1/24th of a second to such events are not within the

physiological capabilities of the human adult.

In

a

review of

research on voluntary movements, Granit (1975) reported that
the fastest reaction time, either voluntary or involuntary,
that has ever been found in any intact mammalian system was

approximately 35 msec.

While this initially seems to be less

than the necessary time of H2 msec, the "response" was onset of

electromyographic activity.

If time is allowed

for inertia to

be overcome and a movement to become visible, even the very

fastest reaction times ever observed under controlled
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conditions would not be sufficiently rapid
to produce the kind

of synchrony Condon and Ogston
(1966) claimed.

For these

reasons it seems likely that the kind
of interactive synchrony
claimed to have been found by Condon and
Ogston must have had
some other basis than reactions to
phoneme boundaries, or else

were artifactual.
In contrast, the level of

work seems at least plausible.

synchrony implied by Kendon's
Certainly this kind of

synchrony is possible, in that if we asked someone
to

consciously mirror the movements of

a

speaker, and nod with the

rhythm of their speech, they could probably do so quite
easily,
at least if the speaker's voice and movements were
rhythmic and

smooth.

Thus, it would not be surprising if such movements

routinely occurred unconsciously, as part of listening.
Infant Studies of Movement

.

Somewhat surprisingly, the

research literature on mother-infant interaction has devoted

more attention than the motor development literature to
describing the temporal characteristics of movements and

movement organization in the infant.

This literature has

sought to identify the earliest indications of communicative

competence in the infant.

Accordingly, the movement displays

of the infant during social interaction have been looked at and
described in great detail, in an effort to find evidence of the
infant's sensitivity to communication.
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Studies of Self Synchrony.

Only one study has touched on

the topic of self synchrony in the
infant.

Condon and Sander

(1974) were primarily concerned with investigating
interactive

synchrony between the infant's movements
and phoneme boundaries

of adult speech.

This study was very similar to Condon
and

Ogston (1966) in methodology.

Almost as an aside, the authors

reported that the neonate's movements were clearly
organized
into "process units" as in the

adult— movements nearly always

occurring in groups, at the same instant.

Also, the duration

of "process units" was found to be similar to what it
was in
the adult (1/24th to 5/2ilth seconds).

Such findings are quite

remarkable in light of the degree of immaturity of other
aspects of motor control during the neonatal period.

It

would

seem likely that the capacity of the infant for self synchrony

would increase a great deal with development.

Other observers

of the neonate's spontaneous movements have described them as
uncoordinated and lacking any form (McGraw,

1969).

Unfortunately, Condon and Sander made little note of their
finding of self synchrony and no effort to describe differences
in the temporal organization of the neonate's movements from

those found at later ages, despite the fact that their data
were unique, and could have easily addressed this issue.
The small amount of attention given by Condon and Sander
to the issue of self synchrony in the neonate suggests that it

2H

would be safest to assume that there
probably are important

developmental changes in self synchrony that
were simply not
noted by Condon and Sander.

Although their study represents

the most detailed analysis that has yet
been made of infant

movements, there are problems inherent in the
method they used
to segment the movement data.

These problems call into

question their finding of self synchrony in the
neonate.
The technique Condon and Sander used to find
precisely

where

a

particular movement began or ended was to view the film

of the behavior in

a

back-and-forth manner to attempt to find

the exact film frame where the movement changed direction.

There are serious problems with this procedure.

First of all,

the movement-change points were all written down on

a

scoring

sheet together, so that the observer could readily see when

movements were synchronous or dissynchronous

,

by noting whether

movements lined up in columns or were distributed more
randomly.

This manner of scoring creates

a

potential observer

bias to find movements occcurring synchronously.

movements begin very slowly, and it is

a

Many

very difficult and

tedious process to reliably identify the initial frame of
movement.

As one becomes more familiar with a particular

movement, smaller and smaller changes between frames become
noticable, so that

a

movement that initially appears to begin

at frame number N, for example, may after several viewings
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appear to "really" begin at frame
number N-1 or N-2.
The exact frame number that is
finally chosen is strongly

influenced by the amount of motion that
one uses as
for when the movement "really" began.

a

criterion

It is impossible, using

this technique of back-and-forth viewing
to define this

criterion and probably very hard to keep it
constant over many

hours of scoring.

This problem, coupled with the fact that

Condon and Sander were expecting, or at
least hoping to find
synchrony, and were writing all the movements
down on the same

scoring sheet, makes it seem extremely likely that
they would

have found movements changing synchronously.

It

seems

noteworthy that in none of their studies has reliability data
concerning the movement segmentation process been reported.
Studies of interactive synchrony

.

While only one infant

study has addressed the phenomenon of self synchrony, studies

of early mother-infant interaction have frequently emphasized
the degree to which the behavior of the infant becomes

synchronized with the communicative behaviors of the mother.

Evidence of different kinds of interactive synchrony has been
interpreted as evidence that successful communication is

possible between them.

The rationale behind these studies has

been that greater precision in synchrony between the mother and
infant reflects

a

greater ability for them to regulate and

anticipate each other's behavior.

Synchrony at several
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different levels of temporal precision
has been claimed to have
been demonstrated.

Tronick (1980) has presented evidence
that changes in the

overall affective state of mothers and
three-month-old infants
almost always occur in the same second.

Tronick' s method was

to use the expressive behaviors of
mother and infant occurring
in each second of interaction to
define one of seven affective

states, or "monadic phases".

Changes in each partner's state

were then analyzed to determine the proportion
of times the

mother and infant both changed states in the same second,
and
the proportion of times either the mother or infant
"led" the

interaction by changing alone.
or "following" occur.

In the

In

very few cases did "leading"

great majority of instances, the

mothers and infants changed states in the same second.

The

importance of this is that such changes are synchronized more

precisely than would be expected if either one of them were
"reacting to" or "following" the shift of the other after it
occurred.

Rather, this degree of synchrony seems to imply that

both partners in the interaction are able to anticipate when
the other is going to do something.

Also implied, is that they

make use of this information to allow them to "fit" the timing

of their behavior with that of the other.
Stern (1971) found evidence of even more precise synchrony
in making and breaking periods of mutual gaze between

a

mother

and her two

3

1

/2-month-old infants.

Analyzing 16mm film of

a

mother and her infants, he found that
the mother and infant
nearly always looked at and away from
one another on the same
film frame.

Not only was the proportion of mother
and infant

gaze shifts occurring on the same film
frame high, but almost
all gaze shifts of each partner were made
within three or four

film frames (1/8th to 1/6th second) of the
gaze shift of the

other partner.

In

fact, it was found that "mother and infant

behaviors separated in time by as little as
were uncorrelated

1

to 1.5 seconds

This is a particularly impressive

demonstration of precise synchrony in behavior, because unlike

many other types of movements, shifts in gaze occur abruptly,
are therefore easy to score precisely in time, and play

a

clear

regulatory role in interaction.
Tronick's (1980) and Stern's (1971) studies appear to have
been carefully done, and suggest that precise synchronization

of behavior is possible between mother and infant.
Unfortunately, they tell us nothing about how this

synchronization of behavior is achieved.

They argued that the

accuracy of synchronization found was sufficient to preclude
the possibility of the mother simply reacting to and following

what the infant did.

However, this kind of argument overlooks

the possibility that there may be regular, predictable temporal

patterns in the infant's behavior that provide cues to the
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mother as to what the infant is going
to do in the next
instant. As a trivial example, the
instant of an infant's

sneeze is highly predictable, because
it is always predeeded by
a

very stereotyped behavioral pattern.

Similarly, in the case

of Stern's finding of synchrony in making
and breaking mutual
gaze, the infant's eye movements may have
been reliably

predeeded by other stereotyped behaviors of
predictable
duration, (head movement or facial expression,
for example)
that served as regulatory cues to the mother.

These examples

should make it clear that simultaneity of certain
aspects of

behavior during mother-infant interaction can occur even
if the
infant is passive, and is not influenced at all by what
the

mother does, so long as she closely "follows" the infant's
behavior and allows the timing of her behavior to be
completely
dictated by the infant.
To determine whether the infant actively contributes to

achieving "synchrony" would require disentangling the relative

contributions of mother and infant in adapting to the other's
behavior.

This is extremely difficult if live, natural

interaction is studied; it is therefore understandable that

neither Tronick (1980) nor Stern (1971) made any attempt to
analyze how synchrony was achieved.

To date, the

only study

that has attempted to address this issue has been that of
Condon and Sander (1974).

They avoided the problem of
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separating the infant's contribution
to synchrony from that of
the adult by presenting infants
with tape recorded speech, and
assessing the degree to which the infant's
movements became

synchronized with the speech.

They claimed that neonates' limb

movements became synchronized with phoneme
boundaries in the
speech.

As in Condon's adult work, the
mechanism proposed for

achieving this synchrony was that the infants
reacted to each

phoneme boundary as it occurred.

Compelling arguments have

already been presented that this kind of synchrony
is simply
not possible.

This makes it very difficult to interpret Condon

and Sander's findings.

Either their results were artifacts of

their method of scoring movements, or the infants' movements
were in fact synchronized with some other component of the

speech that happened to also be associated with phoneme

boundaries.
For example, if the speech had had

strong rhythmic

a

component, many of the phoneme boundaries would have fallen on

rhythmic stress beats.

If the infants'

movements had become

entrained to this rhythm, many movements would have

fortuitously fallen on phoneme boundaries.
out earlier, rhythms are known to have

a

As has been pointed

powerful entraining

effect on adult behavior, and are an important component of
adult speech.

Also, mothers typically exaggerate the

rhythmicity of their speech when interacting with infants.

stern. Beebe, Jaffe. and Bennett
(1977) found

a

very regular,

rhythmic, hierarchical organization
to mother's interactions
with infants.

Mothers' speech as well as handling of
their

infants occurred in an extremely rhythmic
burst-pause fashion.
The duration of the bursts, or "phrases"
was very constant,

even over the course of the whole interaction.

Phrases tended

to be repeated several times in strings,
referred to as "runs".

Repetition of what was said was so common that
Stern suggested
that over half of the speech directed at infants
in the first

month of life is repeated at least once.

Particularly

interesting was the fact that often "temporal runs" occurred,
in which phrases were not necessarily the same in
content, but

were identical in their timing.

In

other words, the mother

might say several phrases, each time with exactly the same
rhythm and pitch pattern, such as, "Come on... That's it... Come
on... Come on...".

Furthermore, these rhythmic patterns were

often accompanied by

a

pattern of movements on the part of the

mother that had the same rhythmic pattern as her speech.

Thus,

for example, the mother might bob her head rhythmically with

each of the stresses in her speech.
Further evidence for the important role of rhythm in early

interaction has been provided by Stern and Wasserman (1979).
This study used the ingenious strategy of examining what

components of the mother's behavior were important in eliciting
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responses from the infant, by looking
at what prosodic features
of speech were emphasized by mothers
and how this emphasis
changed as the infant became older.

The rationale behind this

approach was that mothers would emphasize
aspects of their
behavior that were particularly effective
in eliciting

responses from their infant.

The prosodic features of rhythm,

intonation, repetition, and content were
examined.

Ihey found

that in the neonatal period the rhythmicity
of the mother's

speech was the most strongly emphasized feature.

Considering the plausibility of these different kinds
of
evidence, it is unfortunate that Condon and Sander
did not

consider rhythm as

a

possible basis for interactive synchrony.

Entrainment to speech rhythms is at least conceivable,
whereas

reactions to phoneme boundaries per se are not.

The Problem

Adult studies of movement have been reviewed to establish
known endpoints for the developmental process, by specifying

what basic temporal phenomena of movement have been identified
in the adult.

Two related, basic phenomena of adult movement

and the evidence in support of these phenomena were presented
and discussed.

Logical arguments, as well as empirical

evidence were presented in support of "self synchrony" as being
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one such temporal property of
movement.

A

closely related

phenomenon, "interactive synchrony"
has also been suggested to
be a fundamental characteristic of
listeners' movements during

social interaction.

Evidence was presented that the rhythmic

stresses in speech are probably the feature
that listeners

monitor and become synchronized to, both in
adults and
particularly in speech directed at infants, where
rhythm tends
to be emphasized and greatly exaggerated.

Infant research bearing on the phenomena of
self and

interactive synchrony was reviewed to examine what
evidence
there is for these phenomena in infancy.

Although both self

and interactive synchrony are plausible phenomena
that are

intuitively appealing, the few demonstrations of these
phenomena in infancy have been controversial.

All of these

studies have made use of very simple observational techniques
based on an observer's ability to see subtle changes in
or video image.

a

film

Much of the controversy concerning these

studies derives from the inherent limitations of the

objectivity of this method.
studies depend to

a

Problems of objectivity in these

great extent on how subtle were the

m ovement changes that were being observed.

For example.

Stern's (1971) work dealt only with definite head and eye
m ovements and seems to be very objective and reliable.

contrast, Condon and Sanders'

(197^) study of self and

In
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interactive synchrony in the infant sought to make
an

exhaustive description of infants' limb movements.

Identifying

precisely when limb movements occur requires
much more subtle

discriminations to be made by the observer than in
identifying
gaze shifts.

Consequently, the limitations of simple

observation are clearly evident in their study (see appendix
1).

Recently, much more effective computer-aided methods of

recording human body movement have been developed in the field
of photogrammetry (Abdel-Aziz and Karara, 1971; Dapena, 1978;
Woltring,

1980).

This methodology permits movement to be

analyzed quantitatively, in terms of reliable and accurate

three-dimensional coordinates.

Through the use of this

methodology movement can be analyzed in great detail without
the problems of questionable objectivity seen in Condon and

Sanders' study.

A major goal of the present study was to adapt

this methodology to the investigation of temporal phenomena of
infant limb movements, such as self synchrony and interactive

synchrony.

Hypotheses

The Null Hypothesis:

Limb Movements

.

Independence of Timing of Individual

In contrast to the Condon and Sander (1974)

study, which tested the restricted hypothesis of whether or not
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infant movements are synchronous, the
present study takes

much more open-ended approach,

a

"Self synchrony" is simply

a

particular type of temporal dependence between
movements of the
infant's limbs, characterized by simultaneity
of limb movement.
A much more appropriate initial question
is to determine if

there is

an^r

consistent temporal relationship between movements

of the infant's limbs.

The present study therefore attempts to

disconfirm the null hypothesis that the timing of movement
changes (starting, stopping, changing direction) in the
infant's limbs is independent.

Hypothesis

1;

Self Synchrony

.

As a specific alternative to

the null hypothesis that the timing of infant's limb movements
is independent, the present study tests the hypothesis that a

greater proportion of movements of different limbs will occur

synchronously than would be expected if the timing of each limb

movement were independent of the timing of other limb
movements.

In testing this hypothesis,

"synchrony" is defined

more broadly than it has been defined in other studies.

For

example, in most of his studies Condon has defined synchrony to

mean movements co-occurring on the same film frame, or in other
words, within the same 1/24th second interval.

However, this

definition of synchrony is unnecessari],y arbitrary and
restrictive.

He used 1/24th second simply because this was the
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film speed used in recording the
infant's movements.

While the

film speed used does impose an upper
limit on the accuracy with

which simultaneity of occurrence can be
assessed, there is no
good reason to use this same upper limit
as

synchrony.

a

definition of

The definition of synchrony should not depend
on

the timing of movements meeting some arbitrary
criterion.

more sensitive strategy is to use

a

A

range of time intervals as

criteria for simultaneity, and to assess at each
such time
interval whether the probability of co-occurrence of
movements
is greater than would be expected by chance.

For example, the

movements of the neonate could conceivably show
of synchrony by having

a

a

"sloppy" kind

much greater tendency to begin within

the same 1/4th second interval than would be expected by

chance.

However, there could easily be no significant tendency

for movements to begin within the same 1/24th second interval.

We would not want to simply dismiss the significant 1/4th

second relationship, yet an arbitrary definition of synchrony
as co-occurrence within 1/24th second would do just this.

A

more sensible approach would allow the degree, or precision of

synchronization of movements to be assessed, rather than
testing for the simple presence or absence of an arbitrary

degree of synchrony.

The present study therefore used

a

broad

range of criterion intervals to test for varying degrees of
synchrony.
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Hypothesis

2;

Consiste nt Asynchronous or Lagged Temnor^i

Dependencies between Lim b Movements

In addition to testing

.

for simultaneity of movement changes,
the present study

attempts to determine if there are other
kinds of constraints
on the timing of the infant's movements.

Evidence of

consistent time lags between movements of different
limbs is
therefore sought in addition to evidence for simultaneous
movements.

While it is difficult to imagine what advantage

there could be for movements of one limb to consistently
lag

behind those of another, this kind of pattern could
conceivably
be characteristic of some infants.

For example, lateral

asymmetries in other aspects of motor organization such as
reflex responsivity and muscular tone are known to sometimes

occur in early infancy (Prechtl and Beintema, 1964).

Asymmetries in timing of movements might accompany these other
types of asymmetries and might even be present when more gross
lateral asymmetries are not evident.

Hypothesis
and Speech .

3:

Temporal Dependence between Limb Movements
Just as self synchrony is

a

particular kind of

temporal dependence, the same is true of interactive synchrony

between infant movements and speech.

Therefore, rather than

testing only for evidence of interactive synchrony, the present
study attempts to determine if there are any consistent
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temporal dependencies (whether simultaneous,
or lagged) between
infants' movements and speech presented
to them.
To enable the contribution of the
infant to be studied in

isolation from that of the mother,

a

segment of tape recorded

speech was presented to the infants in the form of
tape loop.

a

repeating

The speech used was the kind of sing-song, rhythmic

speech commonly used by mothers in speaking to their infants.
In view of the arguments that have been made that
reactions to

phoneme boundaries per se could not possibly be the basis for

interactive synchrony, the present study made no attempt to

exhaustively segment the speech stimulus to the level of
individual phonemes.

Instead, the speech stimulus was

segmented at the onset of each syllable.

The words in the

speech stimulus were carefully chosen so that most syllables
would begin with consonants.

Syllable onsets were defined as

the start of the initial vowel in each syllable.

These points

in the speech were chosen because they represented phoneme

boundaries whose time of occurrence could be very accurately
identified, and because they also corresponded to the kind of

rhythmical events (stress beats and subdividions of stress
beats) described by Martin (1972).

These speech events

therefore seemed to be the most likely component of the speech
the infants would react to if the timing of infants' movements
are at all influenced by speech.

Therefore, the present study
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tested the hypothesis that temporal
dependencies between
infants' limb movements and speech
would be reflected in the

proportion of movements either coinciding
with, or consistently
following syllable onsets.

Hypothesis

4;

Influence of Development on Self Synchrony

.

The

period of early infancy is a time of many
rapid changes in

motor coordination.

It therefore seems likely that the degree

of self synchrony shown in early infancy should
also increase
with development.

To enable developmental changes in self

synchrony to be assessed, the present study tested infants at
two different ages.

Hypothesis

5:

General Effects of Stimulus Conditions

on Temporal Parameters of Movement

.

Observers of infant

behavior have often argued that infants show their most
organized, mature behavior during social interaction.
(Brazelton et al, 1974) The foregoing review of research on

self synchrony has portrayed it as being an advantageous

property of movement, characteristic of order rather than
disorder.

The present study therefore attempts to describe how

social stimulation influences the degree of self synchrony, as
well as a number of other parameters of movement.

To this end,

infants' movements were analyzed during interaction with their

mothers, and also while they were alone.

Dependent Measure

The hypotheses presented above have
been stated without

defining rigorously what is meant by

a

movement.

The

continuous nature of limb movements makes
this somewhat
difficult.

An example will illustrate the problem.

relatively simple arm movement.

Imagine sitting at

Consider
a

a

table,

and resting your elbow on it so that it is immoble,
while

moving your hand in circles approximately 20 cm in diameter.
The difficulty comes in deciding how to segment the movement
into events that are meaningful.
the hand as

a

If we consider the motion of

point moving in space, without regard to the limb

segments it is connected to, its motion is smooth and

continuous, and therefore there is only one movement event, no

matter how many circles are made.

However, if we consider the

movement in terms of what is going on at each joint, there are,
for example, clear flexions and extensions at the elbow, so

that we could define a flexion and extension phase for each

circle the hand makes.
The problem lies in deciding between these two different

segmentations.

More formally stated, how should the more or

less continuous changes in direction and speed of the infant's

limbs be segmented into "events" that are meanigful in terms of
the hypotheses stated above?

taken to address this issue.

At least two strategies can be
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The most direct method of deciding
how to segment

movements into "events" is to simply choose
points in time that
are easy to see, and which
intuitively seem to be boundaries

between movements.

Abrupt changes in direction of movements

are one such example.

Of course, there are better reasons for

defining "events" in terms of when movements
change direction
than the mere fact that such points in time
are easy to locate.
For one thing, abrupt changes in direction are often
associated

with changes in the type of motion made at
flexion versus extension.

a

joint, such as

Furthermore, we frequently must

"plan" movements in advance so that they will end (change

direction) at

a

predetermined time and place.

For example,

Kelso et al (1980) found that adults could reach out and

simultaneously press two buttons, placed some distance away
from them.

And at least one study (Condon and Sander,

1974)

has suggested that changes in direction of infant limb

movements are synchronized with each other and with speech.
However, there are also problems with defining changes in

direction as "events".

Consider

movement example used earlier.
moved in

a

metronome.

a

slight alteration of the

Suppose that instead of being

circle, the hand is moved back and forth as would a

While the instants at which the hand stops and

reverses direction are salient to us as observers

,

these points

in time may not be salient events in terms of how movements are
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controlled

,

for although the limb may change
direction at this

instant, the same point in time
need not be an event in terms
of signals from the brain occurring
at this time.

The point at

which the hand reverses direction in
this example is merely the
point in time at which the momentum to move
in one direction is

overcome by muscle contractions which had to
have begun much
earlier in the movement— at least as early as when
the movement
first began slowing down.

will make this clearer.

An example from a different context

Imagine

a

car alternately being driven

backward and forward on an ice-covered lake.

If the car is

first put in reverse and attempts to back up, it may
spin its

wheels

a lot,

but slowly will gain speed and momentum.

If the

car is then abruptly put in gear to move forward, while still

rolling backward, it will begin to decrease in speed and
backward momentum, until the backward momentum is completely
overcome, and it begins to move forward.

make two things obvious.

The point at which the car stops and

reverses directions is not associated with
car's state.
for some time.

This example should

a

change in the

It has been in gear attempting to move forward

Note also that the point at which the car was

shifted from reverse to forward is indicated by the instant of
the car's highest speed.

The second strategy for segmenting movement into events

should now be obvious from the previous movement examples.
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Rather than selecting points in time
(changes in direction)
that are salient from the observer's
standpoint, we should

choose points in time that are associated with
commands to the
muscles.

Earlier, work by Lashley (1954) and Kelso
(1980) were

cited to suggest that there are certain
economies of control to
be gained if movements of different parts
of the body are

initiated at the same time.

This suggests that it is not

movements per se that should be synchronized, but signals sent
out to different muscle groups to initiate or change movement.
We can be relatively certain that when a limb movement

starts after having been at rest, that an afferent signal had
to have immediately preceeded it.

This is also true (although

with qualifications) for peaks in speed.

controlled by opposing muscle groups.

movement presented above suggests

a

Limb movements are

The car analogy to limb

model of limb movement in

which the peak of limb speed is associated with one group of

muscles (flexors, for example) suddenly beginning to contract
at the same instant that the opposing muscle group (extensors)

abruptly stops contracting.
ever occur in this manner.
be some overlap.

However, limb movements rarely, if
It is much more common for there to

For example, if the forearm is being flexed,

so as to first increase in speed, and then slow down and stop,
it could easily be the case that the extensor muscles (acting

to slow and stop the movement) begin to contract before the
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instant of peak speed, while the
flexor muscles continue to

contract even after the peak in speed.

However, with this

qualification in mind, peaks in limb speed
can still be said to
have at least an approximate relationship
to when afferent

signals occur.
Three different kinds of movement "events",
including
(1)

abrupt changes in direction. (2) starts of
movements, and

(3)

peaks in limb speed were identified in the foregoing

discussion of strategies for segmenting movements.

All three

types of events were used as dependent measures of
movement in
the present study.

CHAPTER

II

METHOD

Design and Subjects
To permit developmental and
individual differences to be

assessed,

a

short-term longitudinal design was used.

Two male,

and 2 female Caucasian infants were
observed in the third week

of life (mean

=

17 days; range

=

13 to

19 days)

and again at

roughly

10

days).

Infants recently born in the Amherst area were
found

weeks of age (mean

75 days: range

=

=

71 to 77

through birth announcements in the local newspaper.

Hie

parents were then telephoned to find out if they were
interested in participating.

The acceptance rate was

n

infants

out of 19.

Infant's Environment

Videotaping was conducted

a

3.05 by 3.85 m carpeted

laboratory in the psychology building.

To provide maximum

freedom of movement, infants were videotaped while lying supine
on a cloth covered foam rubber pad positioned on the floor of

the room.
a

For the videotaping sessions at three weeks of age,

box-shaped tent 182 cm high, 9^ cm long and 69 cm deep

surrounded the infant.

The infant lay in the center of this

enclosure, with the long axis of his body perpendicular to the
44
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long axis of the enclosure.

Ihe ends of the enclosure to
the

infant's right and left were open,
to permit videotaping.

ITie

remaining sides and top of the enclosure
were covered on the
inside surfaces with white bed sheets
that provided

a

level of indirect illumination within,
without glare.

high
A flap,

50 cm wide and 93 cm high was cut in the sheeting
on the side

at the infant's feet, that could
be lifted to permit access to

the infant.

In

addition to providing glare-free lighting,
this

enclosure isolated the infant from visual
distractions in the
rest of the room.
This enclosure proved to be too small to
accommodate

infants

10

weeks of age.

Similar lighting and visual

conditions were achieved for this age group by hanging
sheet-curtains at the infant's head and feet, and covering
the
ceiling with

a

sheet.

To enable clear visibility of the infant's limbs,
all

videotaping was done with the infant wearing only

a

diaper.

Room temperature was raised to between 85 and 90 degrees

Fahrenheit so that the infants would be comfortable under these
conditions.

Videotaping Set Up

Figure

1

presents the arrangement of the video equipment

with respect to the infant.

A

4

ft by 8 ft sheet of 3/4 in
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FIGURE

1

VIDEOTAPING SET- UP DEPICTING
POSITION OF INFANT AND IMAGE "MIXING"
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plywood provided

a

stable floor, and permitted
exact

positioning and alignment of 2 Sony
3600DX videocameras mounted
on tripods.

The plywood floor was painted
white, and mutually

perpendicular axes were drawn on it,
dividing it into
equal-sized quadrants.
frame (R1, see Figure

4

An orthogonal "right-handed"
reference
2)

was defined, with its origin at the

center of the floor, with X- and Z-axes
corresponding to the
floor axes, and Y-axis perpendicular to
them, pointing down,
into the floor.

reference frame

The upper portion of Figure 2 depicts
R1 in

relation to the cameras and floor.

All

further descriptions of the positions of the cameras
with

respect to the room and infant will be made in terms
of this
coordinate system.
To enable three-dimensional coordinates to be
calculated,

the coordinates of the cameras and
had to be precisely determined.

pattern of lines at

10 cm

a

set of points on the floor

For this purpose a grid

intervals from the X- and Z-axes was

drawn in the central region where the infant was positioned.

Visibility of the grid pattern was enhanced by superimposing
"X" shaped cross-hair markers approximately 6 cm by

points where grid lines intersected.

6

cm over

Ihe top and bottom

regions of the "X" were darkened in to give the cross-hair

markers

a

checkered appearance.

The pattern of grid lines and

markers were used to precisely position the two cameras.

A
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FIGURE 2

REFERENCE FRAMES USED TO DEFINE
3-D AND FILM COORDINATES

Rl

REFERENCE

FRAME

R2 REFERENCE FRAME
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plumb line was used to position the
center of the lens of each

camera directly over the X-axis, and
to determine the camera's
Y- and Z-coordinates.

X-,

The Y-coordinate (height) of each

camera and its distance from the origin
of the reference frame
was adjusted so that the entire image
of the infant would fit

within half of the video image.

This was done to allow the

output of the two cameras to be combined into

composite image, as depicted in Figure

a

single

2.

For the videotaping at 2 weeks of age, both
cameras were

positioned at the same height above the floor (Yr -880
mm for
both cameras) and were in the XY plane (Z

=

0 mm for both

cameras), differing only in their X-coordinates.

The cameras

were positioned so as to be equidistant from the origin
of

reference frame

R1

(X =

-700 mm and 700 mm for the left and

right cameras, respectively).

For the videotaping at 10 weeks

of age the cameras were positioned higher off the floor and
farther away from the infant.

The height of the two cameras

was identical (Y

They were again in the XY plane

(Z

=

0

=

-1100 mm).

mm for both), while their X-coordinates were -800 and

800 mm respectively.
The cameras were also precisely aimed.

The optical axis

of each camera was assumed to correspond to the exact center of
the camera's image on

a

video monitor.

'

k two-dimensional

reference frame R2 was defined for the composite video image

,
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upper section of the Figure,

a

"stick figure" or line-segment

drawing represents the position
of the right and left arms of
the infant based on the
three-dimensional coordinate data for
that particular film frame.

The perspective of the

line-segment drawings is indicated by the
cartoon figure at the
left of the Figure.

In

the line-segment drawings, the X- and

Z-coordinates of the infant's arms have been
plotted to depict
the way the arms would appear if seen
from directly above the
infant.

The line-segment drawings make it possible
to

visualize the position of the infant's arms at each
instant and
also depict the pattern of the infant's arm movements.

Careful

examination of the changes in position of the infant's arms,
as
depicted in the line-segment drawings, and the speed data
plotted directly below is helpful in illustrating exactly what

the speed data represent.

Note that at A in the line-segment

drawings, the infant's left arm is just beginning to change
position.

This is reflected in the speed data at A' as

definite increase in speed.

Approximately at

B,

a

the

line-segment drawings indicate that the infant's arm is rapidly
moving.

As would be expected, the peak in speed occurs at the

same film frame, at B'.

At C,

the infant's left arm is again

briefly stationary, and this is reflected
wrist speed nearly to zero.
D',

F', and

FJ'

in the

return of the

Similarly., each of the peaks at

represent the approximate midpoint of

3

separate
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(see Figure 2. inset of
composite video image), with origin
in

the center of the monitor
screen, and H- and V-axes
parallel to
the bottom and side of the image
respectively. A small

cross-hair marker was drawn on the
center of the monitor screen
at the origin of this reference
frame to aid in the aiming of
the cameras.

As depicted in the composite
image in Figure 2.

each camera was oriented so that
its image axis V was exactly
parallel to the Z-axis of the floor.

To achieve this

alignment, the vertical split-screen line
at the center of the

composite image was used as

a

reference.

Each camera was

positioned so that the V-axis exactly bisected
all of the grid

markers in the grid line at which the camera
was pointed.

This

method was sensitive to small deviations in
aiming and
alignment, permitted precise aiming of the two
cameras.

Stimulus Conditions

Videotaping sessions at both ages consisted of

3.

3-minute

stimulus conditions:

Mother-Infant Interaction

.

Mothers knelt on

a

pillow placed on

the floor in front of the infant, at the infant's feet.

For

this condition mothers were instructed to try to get their

infants to be in

a

positive lively mood, by playing with the

infant in any way they saw fit.

The only restriction on their
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behavior was that they were not to
touch the infant, or to lean
over him so as to obstruct the view
of the infant from the

video cameras.

Infant Alone.

During this condition the infant was
left alone

The mother and the experimenter watched
the infant from the

adjoining room over the video monitor, to
ensure that the room
would be completely quiet.

This condition constituted

conditions of minimal stimulation, since in addition
to the
room being quiet, there was also little else
but white sheeting

material for the infant to look at.

Recorded speech

.

During this condition

a

segment of

tape-recorded, infant-appropriate speech was repeated

continuously to the infants from

a

single speaker positioned

approximately 60 cm from the infant's feet, in the same
location taken by the mother during the mother-infant
interaction condition.

Volume of the speech was approximately

55 Db measured at the infant's head, using a General Radio

sound level meter set on the slow setting of the A scale.

Definition and Scoring of Speech Events

The purpose of the recording condition was to facilitate

testing the hypothesis that infant limb movements become

synchronized with speech events.

"Speech events" were defined
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in the speech continuum as onsets
of vowels in all stressed

syllables. These points in the speech
continuum were used as

events because they corresponded with
both phoneme boundaries,
and the rhythmic stress beats described
by Martin (I970,

1972).

Such points in time were considered to
have the greatest

likelihood of being salient to the infant.
To facilitate the identification of
such events, a brief

(16.5 second) tape-recorded segment of speech was used
rather

than using the mothers' speech.

The content of this segment of

speech was chosen so as to be both amenable to accurate
scoring
of when speech events occurred, and also natural and

infant-appropriate.

To these ends, a set or "script" of

possible utterances was constructed consisting of phrases
typical of things mothers say to their infants, yet including

a

high proportion of syllables beginning with fricative

consonants: "Hello"; "Say something"; "Come on"; "Such

a

silly

face"; "You're so funny"; "Sure".
In

syllables beginning with fricative consonants, the time

of onset of the following vowel is easy to precisely identify,
because there are marked discontinuities in both the frequency
and amplitude of the speech waveform.

For example, the word

"something" was one of the words in the final speech sample
used in the present study.

In

this word, the onset of voicing

for the vowel in "ing" was marked by an abrupt, radical change
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in frequency from the preceeding
voiceless fricative consonant

"th". Furthermore, in both instances of
the word, the "th"

sound ended and was followed by a brief
period of "silence"

prior to the vowel.

Care was taken to ensure that in addition to
being

amenable to accurate segmentation, the speech would
sound
natural.

A female graduate student having extensive
experience

working with infants was given the "script" of possible

utterances and instructed to practice saying them as though
to
an infant, in any order, and with any number of repetitions
of

any phrase, so that they would become

repertoire of things to say.

a

natural part of her

After this practice session, a

tape recording of about 2 minutes of "pretend" interaction was

made using these phrases.

From this sample of speech

a

16.5

second segment was selected that seemed particularly rhythmic
and natural:

"Hello. .Hello. .Say something.
Come on, say something ... You' re so
funny!
Yes you are... you're so
funny.
Sure. . .Sure."
.

Tape-Loop Preparation

.

.

This segment of speech was then

re-recorded onto one channel of

a

stereo audio-tape.

On the

other channel, electronically produced clicks were recorded at
2 second

intervals.

This channel was not played through a

speaker, but aided in later synchronizion of the speech with
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the video tape during data analysis.

The resulting tape

containing the desired speech segment
and clicks was then cut
and made into a 16.5 second-long
tape-loop consisting of 14.9

seconds of speech, with

loop repeated.

a

1.6 second gap of silence before the

Both channels of this tape-loop (speech
and

clicks) were then re-recorded for

a

number of repetitions to

make the final 3-minute-long stimulus tape.

High quality tape

recorders and magnetic tape were used in the
various recording
and re-recording stages to minimize problems
of noise and

distortion in the final stimulus tape.

As a result, the final

tape was of good sound quality and was not easily

distinguishable from the original recording from which it was
made.

Temporal analysis of speech stimulus .
The speech loop was then analyzed to identify the precise

time of occurrence of the previously defined speech "events".
The vowels chosen as speech events are indicated below by

underlining.

All these vowels were preceeded by either silence

or fricative consonants, and it was therefore easy to find the

exact time of their onset.
"Hello. .Hello. .Say somethi^ng.
Come on, s£y somethi^ng. .You're so
funny!
Y£s you £re...you~re
S£
~
funny.
Sure. .Sure."
.

.

.

.
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The temporal analysis of the speech
stimulus was performed

with the help of the computer facilities
at Haskins

Laboratories in New Haven Connecticut.

The analysis consisted

of determining the times associated with the
speech events,

relative to the clicks on the second channel of
the stimulus
tape.

The equipment used permitted 1.638-second
segments of

the speech stimulus to be played from the tape
recorder and

digitally stored within the computer.

A

computer-generated

graphic display of the stored speech waveform and

a

second

spectrographic display were then used to find the times
associated with clicks and speech "events" within the stored
speech segment.
The spectrographic display enabled the sound events in the

entire 1.638-second segment to be readily visualized.

However,

the temporal resolution of this display was somewhat limited.

Figure

3

presents

a

copy of the display as it appeared for one

speech segment containing the word "sure".

The closely spaced

vertical bands in this Figure corresponded to 12.8 msec

"samples" of the speech.

In

this display, the sound signal

during each successive 12.8 msec period was spectrally analyzed
and the energy at different frequencies displayed on the CRT as

variations in density.

Because the speech segment was divided

into these discrete "samples" the best temporal resolution

available with this display was 12.8 msec.

This was somewhat
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inappropriate for the purposes of the present
study,

particularly because the clicks often could
not be seen in this
display, expecially when clicks occurred
during part of

a

word

rather than between words.
The second CRT display provided more
precise temporal

resolution and was much more appropriate to the
purposes of the
present study.

TTnis

display provided an oscillographic

representation of the sound waveform for any of the
12.8 msec
samples visible in the spectrographic display.

Using the

waveform display, the clicks were very easy to locate even
when

superimposed on speech, because of their unique waveform and
high amplitude.

Furthermore, it was possible with this display

to determine the time of speech events to an accuracy of less

than a millisecond.
To permit analysis of the speech "events" relative to the

clicks using this equipment, the two channels of the stereo
stimulus tape were mixed into

a

monaural signal, so that the

clicks would be superimposed on the speech stimulus.

The

resulting combined signal was then played into the computer in

overlapping segments, so that the times associated with all
speech "events" and clicks could be determined.
this procedure. Figures

4

To illustrate

and 5 present copies of the

spectrographic display for two overlapping segments of speech.
Figure

4

presents the display corresponding to the phrase.

FIGURE

H
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FIGURE

5
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"(hell)o, say someth(ing)" (The portions
in parentheses are not

present). Figure

H

also contains

click, occurring near the

a

very beginning of the speech sample,
at the left edge of the
Figure.

The time of onset of the click was
used as a starting

point from which the times of later speech
events, such as the

onset of the vowel in "say" were calculated.
the spectrographic representation of

a

Figure 5 presents

phrase in the speech

"(some) thing, come on", that overlaps with that
presented in

Figure

Because the speech sample in Figure

4.

5

contained no

clicks, the times of all speech events were calculated
relative
to the onset of the beginning of the fricative "th"
sound of

"thing".

Since the time of this event relative to the

preceeding click had been determined from the previous speech
segment, it was possible to calculate the times of

speech events portrayed in Figure
Figure

4.

In a

5

aU

the

relative to the click in

similar manner, the times of all clicks and

speech events across the entire ^6.n second tape stimulus were

determined.

Synchronization of Recorded Speech with Video

.

Determining the exact temporal relationship between audio
and video "events" on film or videotape is generally

problanatic.

In

order to precisely identify when

a

"video"

event (a limb movement, for example) occurs, the film or
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videotape must be analyzed in slow motion.

However, the

concomitant slowing down of the audio
signal (in this case,
speech) causes it to become unintelligible
or even inaudible.
To get around this problem, during
presentation of the tape

recorded speech, the clicks on the second
channel of the tape
were fed into

a

simple electronic circuit that caused

a

light-emitting diode (LED) to flash in synchrony
with the onset
of each click.

This LED was positioned on the floor near
the

infant where it was out of the infant's reach
and sight, but

visible to one of the cameras.

During analysis of the infants'

movements the frame numbers associated with the flashes
were
noted.

Because the flashes occurred synchronously with the

clicks, it was then possible to determine when the speech

"events" had occurred relative to the movement data, since
the
times of these events relative to the clicks had previously

been determined.

Videotaping Procedure

Prior to the infant's arrival at the laboratory, the

videocameras were adjusted to their precise positions and the
grid of floor coordinates was videotaped briefly to allow

calibrations to be made for the calculations of
three-dimensional coordinates.

When the parents and infant

arrived the procedure was first explained and written informed
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consent was obtained.

The infant was then undressed and

positioned on the foam pad in the center of
the plywood
flooring area.

The infant was then videotaped under each
of

the three stimulus conditions.

contented, only

If the infant appeared to be

minimal pause was made between conditions.

a

If, however, the infant ever appeared
fussy or seemed

distressed, the procedure was interrupted until the
infant
could be calmed.

Whenever

a

stimulus condition did have to be

interrupted, it was restarted from the beginning, so that
each

condition would consist of three minutes of continuous
behavior.

Table

1

presents the final order of conditions for

each subject, during both sessions.

Conditions that had to be

interrupted and redone are indicated with an asterisk.

Two of

the sessions had to be completely redone because the first

session could not be completed due to the infant's fussing.

In

both cases, the parents brought the infant back to the

laboratory within 2 days of the first attempt.
are indicated with

a

double asterisk.

These sessions

Both repeat sessions

went smoothly, with no problems.

Editing

.

From the videotape of each

3

minute stimulus

condition, an 82-second period of infant movement was chosen
for scoring.

During the recorded-speech condition, this

82-second period was selected so as to encompass exactly

5
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TABLE

1

ORDER OF STIMULUS CONDITIONS

TWO WEEKS

SUBJECT

CONDITIONS
1

2

3

1

ALONE

MOTHER

RECORDING

2

RECORDING

MOTHER

ALONE

3

MOTHER

ALONE

RECORDING

4

RECORDING

ALONE*

MOTHER

TEN WEEKS

SUBJECT

CONDITIONS
2

1

3
,

1**

ALONE

RECORDING

MOTHER

2

RECORDING

ALONE

MOTHER

3**

MOTHER

ALONE

RECORDING

4

RECORDING

MOTHER

ALONE

n
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repetitions of the speech segment.

In

most cases, the last 82

seconds of each condition were used,
unless the infant (1) did
not move during this period. (2) had
hiccups, (3) appeared to
be even slightly distressed, or (4)
spent

a

large proportion of

time positioned so that one or more joints
could not be seen
from one of the cameras.

In

every case, the latest possible

period in each stimulus condition was chosen,
to give the

infants time to have adapted to the change in
stimulus

conditions so that their behavior would be representative
of
the current state of stimulus conditions rather
than the change
from the previous condition.

Film Conversion

.

These segments of videotape were then copied

onto another videotape, and this tape was professionally

converted to 16mm, 24 frames/ second black-and-white film for
the movement analysis.

Image Analysis

Overview

At

.

10

weeks of age, limb movement data from all

three stimulus conditions were analyzed.

However, for

practical reasons, at 2 weeks of age, infants' movements during
the social interaction condition were not analyzed.
For all stimulus conditions for whi^ch movements were

analyzed,

a

continuous 900-frame (37.5 seconds) segment of film

was selected for scoring.
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For each segment of film, two-dimensional
film coordinates

with respect to the R2 reference
frame were scored for the

infant's wrists.

From these film coordinates,

three-dimensional coordinates were then calculated.

The speed,

in mm/sec of the infant's wrists was
then calculated for each

of the 900 frames,

nnese data were then analyzed to find when

movements of the left and right arms started, reached
peak
speed, or abruptly changed directions.

Calculatio n of Three-Dimensional Coordinates

.

The method used

to calculate three-dimensional coordinates from
the film is

adapted directly from Dapena (1978).

Figure 6 shows the

geometrical relationships between an object point
image

P'

in the film plane of a camera.

P and

its

These relationships

are the basis for the method of three-dimensional coordinate

calculation.

The method relies on the fact that the distance

from the image of any point of interest in the film plane (P')
to the center of the film plane

(C)

is proportional to the

tangent of the angle (a) between the line from the camera to
the real point (CP) and the optical axis (OA) of the camera.
By introducing an appropriate constant of proportionality (K)

the film distances (CP') can be used to directly calculate

angles from the optical axis of the camera to objects in space.

(Eq.

1)

Angle

=

arctan

[

K X

(CP')]

FIGURE 6

SCHEMATIC CAMERA PORTRAYING
GEOMETRICAL RELATIONSHIPS UNDERLYING
IMAGE ANALYSIS

:
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An appropriate constant of
proportionality can be determined

empirically, by filming

a

point with

a

known angular

displacement from the optical axis, measuring
the film distance
between the image of the point and the center
of the film,

substituting this value in the equation, and
solving for the
value of

K.

equation

1

In

practice, once the value of K is known,

is used to calculate horizontal and
vertical angles

between the point (P) and the optical axis of the
camera (OA),
based on the H-and V- film coordinates of the point.

From the

known XYZ coordinates and orientations of the two
cameras and
the values of these angles for both cameras, the

three-dimensional coordinates of the point (P) can be
determined as follows:
Calculation of X- and Y-Coordinates

.

Figure 7 depicts the

arrangement of the two cameras with respect to the infant.

The

X- and Y-coordinates of any landmark on the infant's body can
be calculated by generating two linear equations for the two

camera-to-landmark lines, and then solving the system of
equations

(Eq.
(Eq.

2)
3)

Y = (ml)(X) + B(1)
Y = (m2)(X) + B(2)

for the values of X and Y.

This is illustrated in Figure 8,

which simply depicts the camera to landmark lines seen in
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FIGURE 7

POSITION OF CAMERAS RELATIVE TO INFANTDETERMINATION OF X- AND Y- COORDINATES
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FIGURE

8

CA>!ERA-TO-WRIST LINES SUPERIMPOSED
ON X-Y COORDINATE SYSTEM

n

.
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Figure 7 in terms of reference frame R1.

A number of steps or

stages of calculations were required
to calculate the slope and

intercept terms of each of the two linear
equations graphed in
Figure

8.

The sequence of these steps will be
illustrated

using the data of the left camera.
The XYZ coordinates of the camera's lens
(point LI in

Figure 7) were initially known.

The camera had been carefully

aimed so that one of the grid markers on the floor
(F1) having
known coordinates fell on the exact center of the
image

generated by the camera, to be coincident with the camera's
optical axis) The angle (a1) of the camera's optical axis
in

reference to the Y-axis was then calculated through simple

trigonometry using the known height of the camera (hi) and the
easily calculated distance (d1) from the point directly below
the camera to the grid point at (F1):

(Eq.

4)

a1 = arctan(d1/h1)

Angle b1 was calculated through analysis of the (H) film

coordinate using equation

1.

Angle c1, the angle of the

camera-to-landmark line with respect to the Y-axis, is then
readily calculated:

(Eq.

5)

c1

=

a1 - b1

:
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From angle c1, the slope of the equation
for the

camera-to-landmark line is readily determined:
(Eq.

Slope

6)

=

m(1)

=

Y/ X

Cotangent(cl)

=

Once the slope m(1) of the line had been
calculated the

Y-intercept was determined by substituting the
known X- and

Y-coordinates of the camera into the linear equation
and
solving for B(

1 )

B(1)

'^^

Y X (camera) - m(

=

1 )

X (camera)

By performing the above steps on the data for
both

cameras,

a

system of 2 linear equations for 2

camera-to-landmark lines was developed and solved for the Xand Y-coordinates.

Calculation of Z-Coordinates

.

The Z-coordinate of the

point was calculated by making use of the X- and Y-coordinates

previously generated and data derived from the film.

As

before, a number of steps were required, and again, these will
be illustrated for the data of the left camera.

Figure

9

presents

a

set-up depicted in Figure

the camera (Figure

9,

perspective drawing of the camera
7.

From the film image produced by

inset) the V coordinate (VI) of the point

of interest (P) was measured.

Using equation

measurement was used to calculate angle

0.

1,

this film
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FIGURE

9

PERSPECTIVE DRAWING OF CAMERA
WITH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL FILM AXES

PERSPECTIVE

VIEW OF

LEFT

CAMERA
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The Z-coordinate of point P (PP') was
computed by

multiplying the tangent of angle Q times the
projection of the
point-to-camera line on the optical axis of the
camera:
^Eq-

8)

Z

=

(LPM

X

(cos b) X (tan 0).

The distance LP' and the angle b were known
from the

previous calculation of the X- and Y-coordinates of
the point.
Since both cameras and their optical axes had the
same

Z-coordinate, data from either camera could have been used
to

calculate the Z-coordinate of point

P.

In

practice,

Z-coordinates were calculated based on each camera's data, and
the average of the 2 values was used as the final value.

Fine tuning

.

In

practice, the method is somewhat more

complicated than is implied in the foregoing presentation of
the underlying principles.

of

a

The method requires the measurement

number of different parameters, any one of which could be

slightly inaccurate and result in systematic distortions in the

three-dimensional coordinates that are calculated.
Fortunately, the effects of such complications can be estimated
and minimized.

The procedure for doing this is described fully

in Dapena (1980) and will therefore not be described in detail

here.

In

brief, the method consists of making two independent

sets of calculations of horizontal and vertical
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camera-to-landmark angles for

a

number of points within the

area to be filmed, one set of
angles based on film analysis

using equation

1.

and the other based on the physical

measurements of the points' coordinates and
the height and
position of the cameras.

If both methods were perfect,
there

would be no differences in any pair of
corresponding angles

calculated by the 2 respective methods.

However, since the

film analysis procedure is liable to measurement
errors at

several stages for the parameters (constant of
proportionality,

orientation angle of the optical axis, and camera
position)
that affect how all coordinates are calculated,
systematic

errors in the coordinates generated by film analysis are to be
expected.

Such systematic errors can be found and greatly

reduced by careful examination of the pattern of errors and

fine-tuning of parameters in the film analysis method, until

only random errors remain between the film-generated

orientation angles and the measured orientation angles.

Film Analysis Equipment and Procedure

.

A Lafeyette model

AAP-305P 16mm motion-analysis projector was used during scoring
of film coordinates.

This model of film projector allowed

single-frame film movement in forward or reverse.
frame counter kept track of film positiqn.

A

digital

Since the accuracy

of counting frames was critical, films were also physically

.
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marked at 100 frame intervals with
a colored-ink laundry pen,
to enable periodic checks of
film-counter accuracy during

scoring
nie work-area for analyzing films is
depicted in Figure
10.

The projector was mounted as shown, on

platform.

a

large plywood

The projected image was reflected downward
by a

mirror angled at 45 degrees onto
coordinate digitizer.

a

Houston Instruments Hi-Pad

Using the digitizer, X- and

Y-coordinates of any point in the image could be easily
determined, by positioning the cross-hairs of

a

sensor over the point and pressing

The digitizer was

a

button.

a

hand-held

linked through a computer terminal to the University's
Control
Data Corporation Cyber 175 time-sharing computer system, so

that the coordinates of each digitized point were immediately

stored in the computer, and simultaneously written out on the

terminal.
Using this system,

12

pairs of H and V film coordinates

were digitized for each film frame, corresponding to the

infant's left and right shoulders, elbows, and wrists, in each

of the 2 camera's images.

Coordinates were digitized by making

12 passes through each 900-frame sequence, scoring one joint in

one camera's image on each pass.

Smoothing

.

Before three-dimensional coordinates could be
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FIGURE 10

DIGITIZER WORK AREA
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determined, it was necessary to minimize
random frame-to-fri
•ame

errors in digitizing.

For this a cubic spline function
was

fitted to the X- and Y-coordinates of
each joint using computer

subroutine ICSSCU of the International
Mathematical and

Statistics Library (IMSL).

The effect of this function can

best be illustrated with an example.

Figure

11

presents

a

sample plot of X-coordinates of the infant's
wrist, both before
and after smoothing.

The effect of the function is to markedly

reduce the size of sudden, or high frequency fluctuations
in
the coordinates, while leaving slower, low frequency

fluctuations virtually unchanged.

For example, the fluctuation

at point A in the unsmoothed data is almost completely

eliminated after smoothing, yet the gradual curve at B is

virtually unaffected by the smoothing.
Because of the inertia of the infant's limbs, sudden

fluctuations such as those at A cannot be real movements.
Rather, they are the result of small random errors in judging
the exact coordinates of the center of the joint during

digitizing.

Such errors are inevitable.

Although the task of

positioning the digitizer sensor over

a

straightforward, it is nevertheless

matter of judgement, and

a

point is

is subject to a small amount of random error on each frame.

Such random errors add

a

small amount of high frequency
'

variablility to the movements of the infant's limbs.

The
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FIGURE

11

X-COORDINATES BEFORE AND AFTER SMOOTHING

DIGITIZER

BEFORE

AND

COORDINATES
AFTER

SMOOTHING

Smoothed
°

° Unsmoothed

TIME

. .
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effect of the cubic spline function
was to smooth out this

variability and create

a

better approximation to the true

movements
In

addition, smoothing was essential to
calculating the

speed of movements.

While the effects of random errors such as

those depicted in Figure

are small in terms of the values of

11

the X- and Y-coordinates, they introduce
large errors in the

time derivative (velocity) of these displacements.
at C in Figure

11

there is

a

Note that

markedly different slope (and

hence, a different velocity) from each film frame
to the next.

This makes it difficult to calculate an appropriate
velocity
for any single film frame,

nie problem (and the effect of

smoothing) is easier to visualize if the data of Figure

11

are

presented in terms of velocity, rather than displacement.
Figure 12 presents the slope, or velocity, associated with each
film frame of Figure

11

before and after smoothing.

Note how

the erratic changes in velocity present before smoothing are

eliminated

While some amount of smoothing is desirable to minimize
random errors, determining the appropriate degree of smoothing
is somewhat problematic.

Figure

13

illustrates this problem by

presenting the velocity data of Figure

different degrees of smoothing.

12

with several

The prdblem lies in

determining v*iich of the curves in Figure

13

best approximates

FIGURE 12

VELOCITY TRANSFORMATION OF
X-COORDINATESEFFECT OF SMOOTHING

VELOCITY DATA SHOWING
EFFECT OF SMOOTHING

TIME
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FIGURE 13

TIME
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the real data.

If we consider only the data
of Figure

13 it is

impossible to say which version of the
data is the best

approximation to the real movements.
This problem was dealt with in the present
study by

digitizing the same sequence of infant
movements twice and
choosing smoothing parameters so as to maximize
reliability
without introducing distortions.

To avoid smoothing the

coordinates too little, peaks in speed occurring in
the data
from only one of the digitizing sessions but not in
the other
were considered to be random errors, and smoothing
parameters

were chosen that would minimize the probability of such

occurrences.
The consequences of smoothing the data too much are as

serious in the present study as the consequences of smoothing
the data too little.

Oversmoothing can produce distortions in

when movement events appear to occur, which is one of the

fundamental questions of the present study.

Such distortions

are most likely to occur for movements that begin very
suddenly, since smoothing tends to affect high frequency

changes more than low frequency changes.

Therefore, as

against too much smoothing, the smoothed data for

a

a

check

sequence of

movements were inspected to find several frames where very
sudden movements began.

These frame nunibers were then compared

with the unsmoothed X- and Y-coordinate data, to make sure that
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the smoothed data accurately identified
the frame number

associated with the start of the movement
prior to smoothing.
Derivation of Movement Events
After the two-dimensional film coordinates
were smoothed,

three-dimensional coordinates were calculated for the
infant's
shoulders, elbows, and wrists, for each 900-frame
sequence of
film.

From the three-dimensional coordinates of the
infant's

wrists, the speed of each wrist at each film frame
(ie.
1/24th second intervals) was calculated.

at

This was done by

using the cubic spline function (without any further smoothing)
to calculate the first derivative with respect to time, or

instantaneous linear velocity with respect to the

dimensions for each film frame.
defined

X,

Y,

and Z

The three resulting velocities

three-dimensional vector of linear velocity of the

a

infant's wrists.

The length of each such vector was then

calculated to determine the speed in mm/sec, irrespective of
direction, for the infant's wrists on each film frame.
14

presents

a

Figure

sample of speed data for the infant's right and

left wrists, and will be used to illustrate how "starts",

"peaks", and "changes in direction" of the infant's wrist

movements were located.
presents

a

The lower section of the Figure

graph of the speed of the inf'ant's right and left

wrists plotted against time.

Directly above each point, in the
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FIGURE 14

ARM MOVEMENTS AS REPRESENTED
BY WRIST SPEED AND ARM POSITION

ARM AAOVEMEMENTS:
AS REPRESENTED BY
WRIST SPEED AND ARM POSITION
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upper section of the Figure,

a

"stick figure" or line-segment

drawing represents the position of the
right and left arms of
the infant based on the three-dimensional
coordinate data for
that particular film frame.

The perspective of the

line-segment drawings is indicated by the cartoon
figure at the
left of the Figure.

In

the line-segment drawings, the X- and

Z-coordinates of the infant's arms have been plotted
to depict
the way the arms would appear if seen from directly
above the
infant.

The line-segment drawings make it possible to

visualize the position of the infant's arms at each instant and
also depict the pattern of the infant's arm movements.

Careful

examination of the changes in position of the infant's arms, as
depicted in the line-segment drawings, and the speed data
plotted directly below is helpful in illustrating exactly what
the speed data represent.

Note that at A in the line-segment

drawings, the infant's left arm is just beginning to change
position.

This is reflected in the speed data at A' as a

definite increase in speed.

Approximately at

B,

the

line-segment drawings indicate that the infant's arm is rapidly
moving.

As would be expected, the peak in speed occurs at the

same film frame, at B'.

At

C,

the infant's left arm is again

briefly stationary, and this is reflected
wrist speed nearly to zero.

in the

return of the

Similarly, each of the peaks at

D', F', and H' represent the approximate midpoint of

3

separate
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movements of the left wrist, associated
with the instant of the
wrist's highest speed.

Both the stick figure drawings and the

speed data suggest that these
and G and "stopped" at

Figure

14

E.

G,

3

and

movements "started" at
I

C,

E,

respectively.

implies the manner in which wrist movement

events (starts, peaks, and changes) were located.

A computer

program was used to locate all events.

First, peaks of speed

greater than 40.0 mm/sec were located.

All peaks over this

threshold were considered to represent the approximate

midpoints of "valid" movements.

(Wrist movements associated

with smaller speeds proved to be unreliable in independent

analyses of the same movement sequence.)
Starts of movements so identified were then located by
looking backward in time from valid peaks.

defined

a

start.

Three criteria

First, the difference in speed between each

frame and the previous frame had to have fallen below

criterion threshold of 2.0 mm/ sec.

a

This criterion was imposed

(rather than using 0.0 mm/sec as the criterion) to

appropriately score instances where

a

movement began very

gradually, such as the movement of the right wrist at X in

Figure

14.

Here the change in speed from each frame to the

next is so small as to be meaningless, until frame
frame 6 and frame 7 there is

a

6.

Between

definite change in speed.
'

Since

the speed on the previous frames was so small, and since the
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increases in speed are insignificant until
frames 6-7. frame
is the most

7

reasonable approximation to the point in time
at

which this movement "started".

Looking backward in time from

peaks, and examining the difference in
speed between each frame
and the previous frame proved to be an
efficient strategy for

locating such points in time.
Once a point such as that at frame 7 was found,
it was

considered to be

a

"tentative" start, and the remaining

criteria were applied.

By the second criterion, the speed of

the wrist at this point in time was required to be less
than
10.0 mm/sec, or in other words, essentially stationary.

Furthermore, by the third criterion, the wrist had to have been
"at rest", defined as speed less than
12

10.0 mm/sec for at least

frames (1/2th second) prior to the start.

Changes in direction were scored in
that used to score starts.

a

manner similar to

As before, the peak speed of each

movement was located, and then

a

"tentative" starting frame was

found by looking backward in time.

All "tentative" starts

qualified as changes in direction.

Stops of movements were

also scored as being changes in direction.

Stops were scored

using the same criterion for scoring "tentative" starts

— the

difference in speed between each frame and the following frame
was examined until this difference was less than 2.0.

Frequently the "stop" of one movement was located at the same
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frame as the beginning of the next
movement, as at E'.
I'

in Figure

In

^^.

G'

and

such cases only one change-of-direction

event was scored.

Reliability

One observer (the author) digitized the film
coordinates
for all of the data reported in the present
study.

A

strong

case can be made that this should not have
jeapordized the

objectivity of the data.

The task of digitizing film

coordinates was only minimally open to influences of subjective
judgement since it consisted simply of positioning the

crosshairs of

a

sensor over the image of the infant's wrist.

However, the task of digitizing was certainly not trivial

either.

Errors in positioning the sensor accurately over the

wrist from frame to frame lead to more or less "noise", that
would have obscured small, fast movements.

In

some positions,

one wrist was difficult to see from one camera's perspective
and occassionally would be briefly hidden altogether behind

another part of the body.

Influences such as these could

easily have contributed to random errors that would have
affected what frame numbers were assigned to movement events.
Two assessments of the reliability of the method were

therefore performed.

The consistency, or "test-retest"

reliability of digitizing was assessed by scoring one 900-frame
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sequence of movement twice, on two occassions
separated in time
by more than a week.

The coordinate data for these two scoring

sessions were then reduced to movement events and
their times
(frame numbers) of occurrence.

Reliability was assessed in

terms of how closely the two sets of data agreed concerning

when movement events occurred.
taking each event of

a

"Agreement" was measured by

given type from one scoring session and

finding the event from the other scoring session (corresponding
in laterality)

(frame number).

that most closely matched its time of occurrence
If the reliability of the method had been

perfect, the two sets of frame numbers would have been

identical.

Thus, the frequency distribution of differences

between the two sets of frame numbers can be used to assess the

reliability of the movement scoring technique.
Table 2 presents the frequency distribution of differences

between frame numbers for peaks in speed and changes in

direction for the two sets of data.

The data for the right and

left arms are presented together in the Table.

The reliability

of starts was not assessed, since very few starts occurred.
The reliability was high for both peaks and changes in

direction.

For peaks, 8l.M^t of all events were rescored as

occurring within 1/24th second

(a

of when they were first scored.

73.6% were within 1/24th second.

difference of

0 or +1

frames)

For changes in direction,

TABLE

2

TEST - RETEST RELIABILITY

PEAKS

DIFFERENCE

I

//

CHANGES
/

//

0

63

48. 8

58

44. 9

+1

42

32. 6

37

28. 7

+2

7

5. 4

9

7.

+3

6

4. 7

6

4. 7

>+4

11

7. 0

19

14. 7

129

129

0
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The data presented above demonstrate
that

a

single

observer can be highly consistent in scoring
movement events
using the method of the present study.

A second

issue of equal

importance is to demonstrate that other observers
using the

method would identify the same movement events.
inter-observer reliability

a

To test

second observer learned to use the

digitizing equipment and scored roughly half (500
film frames
worth) of the behavioral sequence used in the
reliability data

reported above.

Movement events derived from this set of

coordinates were then matched with one of the two sets of

movement events (chosen at random) used in the reliability data
presented above.

Table

3

presents the inter-observer

reliability data for peaks and changes.

For peaks,

67.2% of

all events were scored as occurring within +1/24th second (0,
or +1 frames difference).

For changes, the figure was 62.5?.

While these figures are clearly lower than those for

test-retest reliability they nevertheless show

a

substantial

degree of correspondence between the two observers.

The most

likely explanation for the lower degree of reliability was the
fact that the second observer had had much less practice in

digitizing.

Validity

4

TABLE

3

INTER-OBSERVER RELIABILITY

PEAKS

DIFFERENCES

#

%

CHANGES
#

%

0

20

31.3

18

28.1

±1

23

35.9

22

34.

±2

6

9.4

4

6.3

±3

5

7.8

6

9.4

>±^

10

15.6

14

21.8

64

64
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The movement analysis method presented
herein is

admittedly complex and many stages removed
from the simple act

of watching limb movements.

While the method is demonstrably

objective and reliable, it is also important
to assess the
external validity of the "events" identified
with this method.
In

other words, do the "events" identified with
the current

method (for example, abrupt changes in direction)
correspond in
any systematic way to "events" we can identify
by simply

watching limb movements?

Any evidence of such correspondence

would provide assurance that the events identified in the

present study are real and not merely systematic and reliable

artifacts of the complex data manipulations that have been
used.

Certainly, we should not expect to be able to "see" all

events scored using the present, computer-scored method.

If

all events identifiable through the present method could also

be readily identified through simple observation, there would
be no point to using the elaborate and tedious methods

described herein.
However, we should expect, using the present method, to be

able to find all "events" that can be readily "seen" by simple

observation.
idea.

The following procedure was used to test this

An observer was asked to view a 900 frame sequence of

film repeatedly, and identify all starts, stops, and abrupt

changes in direction that could be accurately identified.

No
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attempt was made to exhaustively score
movement events.
Rather, the goal was to generate

a

set of events whose times of

occurrence could be confidently identified.

(The observer had

no knowledge of where events had been found
using the

computer-scored film analysis method).
such events in

a

The observer located 77

sample of 900 film frames worth of movement.

The frame numbers of these "events" were then matched
against

changes in direction identified using the computer-scored
method.

Table

4

presents the frequency distribution of

differences

— (observed

matching.

Positive and negative differences are presented

minus computer-scored) for this

separately, since the pattern of differences was not

symmetrical about zero.

Clearly the distribution of

differences is more spread out than either the test-retest or
inter-observer reliability distributions.

Even so, 72,7% of

the observed events were within +3 frames (+1/8th second).

This is

a

reasonable level of correspondence, given the vast

difference between the methods of scoring events.

Furthermore,

this is actually

a

correspondence.

Many of the differences of +5 and greater

conservative estimate of the level of

occurred because the computer aided method was quite

conservative in what was accepted as
number of instances,

a

a

valid movement.

small movement was scored by the

In a

J
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TABLE

4

VALIDITY COMPARISON OF COMPUTER-METHOD WITH
OBSERVATION

OBSERVATION
DIFFERENCE
<—

#

COMPUTER SCORED
"/

15

10.5

7

4.9

12

8.4

-2

30

21.0

-1

24

16.8

0

16

11.2

+1

10

4.0

+2

8

5.6

+3

4

2.8

+4

5

3.5

>+5

12

8.4

-4
^-3

TOTAL

143

100%
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observer and

a

small definite peak in wrist speed
was also

registered at the corresponding time by
the computer-scoring

method as well, but this peak was then discarded
by the

computer-scoring method, because it did not reach
sufficient
speed to be scored as a reliable movement.

There is also

clear tendency for the observer to score

a

movement events as occurring roughly 2 frames before
the
present method scores them.

This is not surprising.

The

observer's task was to find the earliest possible frame
of
movement.

This was not as high

a

priority in the present

method as was the reliable scoring of events.

Recall for

example, that under the present method, starts were located by

looking backward in time until the change in speed between
frames fell below 2.0 mm/sec rather than zero

.

Slight

differences in criteria such as this probably account for the
systematic difference.
1/12th second,

Certainly

a

systematic difference of

(even if it is a systematic error )

,

is not

sufficient to invalidate the present method.

Testing Hypotheses;

Lag Analysis

Lag analyses were used to test the hypotheses of the

present study.

This technique, developed by Sackett (1979), is

relatively new, but has been evaluated
has been applied in

a

in several

places and

variety of situations having data and
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hypotheses analogous to those of the present study.
Several modifications to the technique were
made to better

adapt it to the data of the present study.

A

brief description

of the technique will aid in illustrating why these

modifications were made.
relatively new,

a

Also, since the technique is

description of it should help orient the

reader, and prepare the way for

a

discussion of the patterns of

significance predicted by the hypotheses of the present study.
Lag analysis is a computationally simple form of time

series analysis.

Its name derives from the fact that the

analysis can be used to assess whether an event of interest in
one time series influences the probability of an event

occurring in a second time series at

a

specific time lag with

respect to the first, or "criterion" event.

The rationale

underlying the technique is quite straightforward and can be
illustrated with some hypothetical data.

Suppose that we wish

to test whether movement events in the left arm tend to occur

on the same film frame (i.e., within the same l/24th second) as

movement events in the right arm (a time lag of

0

time units).

Furthermore, suppose we have analyzed 1000 film frames worth

of movement data and have found 100 movement events in the
right arm and 200 movements in the left arm.

know that the probability of

a

From this we

movement occurring on any single

frame in the left arm is simply 200/1000 or .20.

Furthermore,
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if we were to sample N frames at random
from the left arm's

data, the expected frequency of movement
events we would find
in our sample would simply be .2N.

Thus if we chose 100 frames

of movement data at random from the left arm
movement data, the
expected frequency of movement events in our sample
would be
20.

The lag analysis procedure simply applies a
rule for

selecting

"random" sample of events from the movement data of

a

the left arm.

The rule consists of finding when each of the

movement events in the right arm occurred and then "looking
across" to

a

particular frame in the left arm's data,

determined by the time-lag being analyzed— in this example we
would look across at the identical frame number.
The assumption underlying this procedure is that if the

left and right arm movements are

ijn

fact independent for this

time lag, then we have in reality chosen

a

random sample, and

the expected frequency of "matches" between right and left

movement events at this time lag should still be
a

20.

Finding

a

significantly greater or lower frequency of matching this

would be cause for concluding that right and left movement

events were dependent, or in other words, that the right arm's

movements were predictive of the left arm's movements at this
specific time

1

ag

.

the binomial test.

Significance can readily be evaluated using
For this example the probability of

"success" or matching between right and left movements would be

mo
.20, with number of trials equal to

100.

If the

observed

frequency of matches were greater than 20 we
would test

significance against the probability of obtaining
large or larger.

a

result as

Conversely, if the observed number of matches

were smaller than the expected value we would
evaluate

significance against the probability of obtaining

a

result as

small or smaller.
The above example illustrates how a lag analysis would
be

performed for one specific time lag (0 time units) on data for
one subject.

In

practice the technique is more versatile.

A

single "lag analysis" generally includes not one time lag, but
a

wide range of lags, across v^atever time span seems

reasonable.

Furthermore, lag frequencies can be pooled across

subjects or across several sessions for

a

that the method can be used either as

single subject or

a

single subject so
a

group analysis.
However, the method also has

a

number of limitations which

had to be dealt with in the present study.

For instance, in

the example above, time units are equated with film frames, or

l/24th second intervals.

Given the fact that the scoring

method for locating movement events is only reliable to within
+1 film frames at best (as discussed earlier), time units of

l/24th second are obviously too short.

Sackett (1979) has

advocated dealing with this by blocking two or more time units
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in the original data (in this case film
frames)

into one

t:
-ime

unit for the purpose of counting frequency
of matching.
However, this procedure has two disadvantages
to it.

First of

all, it leads to unnecessary inaccuracies in
counting

"matches".

This is illustrated in Figure 15, which

schematically depicts the process of reassigning time units.
The top panel depicts four movement events as they were

originally scored and assigned to film frame numbers.

The

lower panel depicts how the same movement events would be

assigned to "blocked" time units if we successively collapsed
every three film frames into one time "unit".

Note that the

first pair of movements in the top panel on film frames

3

and

M

(1/24th second apart) appear to occur at different times under
the blocked time units, whereas the second pair of movements

(occurring l/12th second apart) are scored as occurring at the
same time.
This inconsistency is undesirable and can be avoided by

using
In

a

different strategy for handling the time-unit problem.

the present study time lags and frequencies of matching were

originally calculated in terms of single film frames.
prior to testing for significance,

However,

or more lags were blocked

3

together to form new lag categories called lag "windows".
example, if the window were to have

lags of -1,

0 and +1

a

width of

3

For

film frames,

film frames were collapsed to form

a

—
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FIGURE 15

EFFECT OF "BLOCKING" TIME UNITS

BEFORE

BLOCKING

AFTER

BLOCKING

Right
Left

1

Right
Left

2

X^5^^

^^X

—

3
1
X

.
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single category designated as lag window
roughly to

a

0,

corresponding

lag of zero time units, or simultaneity.

Similarly, significance of positive lags was
tested by

collapsing lags of +2, +3, and +4 film frames to form
window of +1;
so on.

a

lag

lags +4, +5, and +6 to form lag window +2, and

The effect of this procedure, illustrated in
Figure 16,

conforms more closely to what the reliability data suggest
should be done than would

across

a

a

time blocking procedure.

Events

span of time are equated as "really" being

simultaneous
Since it had been hypothesized that infants might first

show

a

very imprecise kind of "self synchrony" that would then

increase in accuracy with development,

a

were tested, including widths of

and 7 frames.

3,

5,

range of window sizes
Odd

numbers of frames for widths ensured that the lag window of
zero would be always be centered at a lag of 0 film frames and

be an unbiased measure of "simultaneous" behavior.

The time

between successive movement events set an upper limit on what

window sizes could be used.

Precautions were taken to ensure

that lags would not be collapsed into windows so large that two

successive movement events could occur within

a

single lag

window.

Forward and Backward Lags.

As Sackett (1979) describes the lag
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FIGURE

16

EFFECT OF POOLING LAGS

Le^t

Right
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analysis procedure, one of two
time series is designated
as the
criterion series and the analysis
determines whether the events
in the other time series are
dependent on events in the first
series.

In the

present case there was no good
basis for

choosing between the two limbs in
designating
time series.

a

"criterion-

This would suggest that two
sets of lag analyses

be performed, varying in whether
right or left movements were

chosen as the criterion time series.

However, an equivalent

procedure is to arbitrarily select one
limb as the criterion
limb and count the frequency and probability
of matches for

both forward and backward lags.

For example, if right movement

events were designated as the criterion
time series, forward
lags would assess the degree to which left
movements are

dependent on previous movements in the right arm,
while
backward lags would assess the degree to which
right movements
are dependent on previous movements in the left
arm.

Forward

and backward lags were calculated in preference
to performing
two sets of lag analyses, because this was
computationally

easier.

Accurately Estimating Expected Probability

.

The "self

synchrony" and "interactive synchrony" phenomena under

investigation in the present study are limited to

narrow span of time.

a

rather

The concept of lag "windows" was
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introduced to be able to broaden the
definition of synchrony to
some extent.
However, there are narrow
limits to how broadly

"synchrony" in the present context can
be defined and still be

meaningful.

We would certainly not want
movement events

happening several seconds apart to be
considered to be

occurring "synchronously".

However, in

a

loose sense (and,

unfortunately, from the perspective of the
standard lag
analysis procedure) such events can be
considered as

"synchronous".

For example, suppose (as is often the
case)

that an infant has cycles, or "bursts" of activity
lasting

several seconds, during which many movements are
made by both
arms, followed by equally long pauses during which
the infant
is inactive.

A lag analysis on such data would correctly

evidence this cyclicity of activity "bursts" as

a

the probability of matching to be elevated across

of lags centered around

a

lag of zero.

tendency for
a

broad range

This result would in

fact be accurate, since the probability of matching at both

forward and backward lags within

a

total range of several

seconds (during the burst of activity) would be elevated in

comparison to longer lags that would "look across" at the
inactive periods on either side of the "burst" of movement.

Unfortunately the normal lag analysis procedure provides no

means to isolate such broad effects from more precisely defined
synchrony.
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If in the present example, there
were also precise

synchrony between right and left arm
movements, many right and
left arm movements would occur simultaneously
(at lag 0) while

correspondingly few would occur separated by very
short time
intervals

(1

to several lags away).

The sharp peak that would

result for synchronous movements would simply
add to and be

confounded with the more general effect of cyclic movement
bursts, while the tendency for significant suppression of

movements on either side of the peak would be obscured by the
generally elevated probabilities.
This state of affairs was highly undesirable from the

standpoint of the present study.

Therefore

a

modification of

the standard lag analysis procedure was implemented to ensure
that such general effects did not contribute to the pattern of

results.

A second example will help to pinpoint the source of

the problan in this case and will also suggest

a

Suppose, as in an earlier example, that we.

solution.

observed 1000

film frames worth of movement in an infant, and scored 100

movement events in the right arm and 200 events in the left
arm.

However, suppose that in this case all events in both

arms occurred during the first 500 frames of the film with none

occurring during the second half.

As before, we might naively

calculate the expected probability of "criterion" movements of
the right arm "matching" those in the left based on the

,
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unconditional probability of left arm
movements across the full
1000 frames-i.e.,

200/1000

=

.20.

However, since in fact

movements only occurred on half of the
film frames, the
expected probability of matching for the
first 500 frames would
have been 200/500 or ,H0.

It is

apparent from this example how

the probability of matching for most
lags calculated would be

substantially elevated, simply because the
expected probability
of matching had been underestimated by
being based on all 1000
frames.

In this

example as well as the example of cycles of

activity and inactivity, the difficulty arises as

a

result of

calculating the expected probability of matching
including

a

substantial proportion of time during which neither arm
moves.
We can correct the problem simply by eliminating
such periods

of time.

In the

present example it would, of course, be an

easy matter to simply ignore the latter half of the session and
simply analyze the data during the first 500 frames of
movement.

In the

example of cyclical bursts of activity

however, "extracting" periods of no movements would have been

impractical
Rather than attempting to directly "extract" periods of

inactivity, the present study used

a

modification of the usual

lag analysis procedure for calculating expected probability of

matching.

This modification accomplished the same thing as

extracting periods where no movements occurred.

The usual
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procedure of counting matches at
across" from

aU

a

given lag is to simply "look

criterion events to the appropriate
frame

number (determined by the lag being
analyzed) in the

noncriterion time series.

For all analyses reported here
a

restriction was introduced on this procedure
that would always
result in appropriate estimates of the
expected probability of
matching.

A given "look"

was only counted if at least one

movement event occurred in the noncriterion series
within
"range" of

+2^4

frames

(1

second) of the "match" frame.

procedure is illustrated in Figure

17.

a

This

The figure depicts with

arrows, two "looks" from movement events in the right
arm to
the "match" frame in the left arm's data, (at

units).

a

lag of +2 time

Movement events are denoted by "X"s.

The criterion range of movements has been designated by

brackets surrounding each "match" frame.

To make the Figure

more readable the range has been drawn here as though it had
been +2 frames from the match frame rather than +24 frames as
was actually the case.)

The first look (left-most arrow)

depicted in the Figure would have been discarded, since for
this "look" no movements occurred in the range (as drawn)

surrounding the matching frame.

In

computing results across

a

whole sequence of movements at this time lag the data would be
treated as though this particular movement simply had not

occurred.

The second movement in Figure 17 illustrates a
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FIGURE 17

ILLUSTRATION OF "RANGE" MODIFICATION
TO LAG ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Ill

criterion movement event that would
have been counted

in the

data for this lag. since its
range (as drawn) contained
at
least one movement (actually
2) in the left arm.

Since with this procedure an
individual "look" is not

counted unless its range contains at
least one event in the

noncriterion sequence, the expected
probability of matching for
each "look" can be calculated for that
particular look alone.
For example, the range of the second
look of Figure 17

contained 2 movements.

Thus, for this particular look, the

probability of matching was 2/5 (for the range
as drawn).
An accurate overall expected probability
of matching can

be calculated for each lag across an entire
sequence of

movement on the basis of the total number of "looks"
that were
counted (L), the criterion range of time units used (R),
and
the sum over all accepted "looks" of the number of
movements

"seen" (S) within the criterion range on each "look".

This

method of calculating the expected probability of matching is
at least as accurate as the standard method, and in addition,
it is immune to the kind of distortions described earlier due
to periods of no movement.

(Eq.

9)

E(p)

=

S(i)/RL

Interpreting Lag Analysis Results
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One weakness of the lag analysis
technique could not be

overcome through modification.
a

A typical lag analysis testing

wide range of forward and backward lags
involves making

large number of statistical tests.

a

This makes it quite likely

that the probability of matching at one or more lags
will be

significantly above or below the expected probability
through

chance alone.

This complicates the interpretation of results.

Sackett (1979) advocates two methods for dealing with this
weakness.

First,

a

significance level can be chosen that takes

into account the large number of tests that must be made.

However, if this rule is strictly applied, the test can become
so conservative that it rarely will detect phenomena that give

every indication of being real.
A second

method of dealing with the problem is to look for

patterns in the results.

Lags that are significant through

chance alone should occur sporadically and not be preceeded or
followed by consistent patterns of rising or falling

probabilities.

In the present study the

hypotheses predict

quite specifically how the lag analysis data should look.

Hypothetical Lag Analyses Results

Figure 18 depicts

across

a

a

hypothetical profile of lag probabilities

range of positive and negative lags.

presents "ideal" data showing

a

The Figure

strong tendency for right and
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FIGURE 18

HYPOTHETICAL DATA:
APPROPRIATE LAG WINDOW

-10

0

LAG WINDOWS

+10
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left movement events to occur at
the same instant.

The narrow

band in which most of the lag
probabilities fall represents

a

2

standard deviation confidence interval
around the expected

probability of matching.

Points outside this band are

significantly different from the expected
probability.
tendency for movements to co-occur creates

a

significant probability of matching at lag

0.

The

very high and

Symmetrically on

either side of the peak the probability of
matching is

significantly less than the expected probability.
that if

a

This means

movement has occurred in the right arm, for
example,

that there is

a

very low probability of

arm occurring immediately afterward.

a

movement in the left

This result is predicted

because movements necessarily have some duration.

If

both arms

were to move at the same time in all instances, neither arm
could move again for some period of time.

Synchrony with Speech

.

While

a

precise expected pattern of

results can readily be predicted for the hypothesis of
left-right synchrony, the pattern of results for synchrony with

speech could take many forms.

While some sort of peak should

occur, it might be centered at zero if the infants were in

rhythm with the speech events, or it might be centered at some

positive lag, allowing for the infant^' reaction time to the
events.

Furthermore, the "sharpness" of the peak could vary
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considerably.

Most likely it would be broader
than in the case

of right-left movement synchrony
and reflect

a

synchronization between speech and
movement.
likely than

a

"rough" kind of
This seems more

precise temporal dependency
characterized by

very sharp peak.

a

Certainly this is to be hoped for.
because

isolated sharp peaks occurring at any
positive lag are

precisely the pattern that "chance" significance
would show.
Effect Of Varying Lag Window Size.

The appropriateness of the

size of lag window used should have important
effects on the

pattern of results.
in Figure

too short.

19 as

The "ideal" data of Figure 18 are redrawn

they might appear if the lag window chosen were

Instead of

a

peak consisting of

a

single elevated

lag window at zero, several lags at and around zero are now

elevated.

Here the data look somewhat more erratic, and the

probability and significance of the "peak" is now marginal,
although the involvement of more lags in the peak and
suppression counterbalance this to some extent, in that the
pattern can still be readily seen.
The effect of using a lag window size too large is more

serious.

In this case,

part of the "peak" data would be

averaged together with part of the "suppressed" data, and the

magnitude of both phenomena would be 'reduced.
in such a case might appear as in Figure 20.

The lag profile

Here the peak and
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FIGURE

19

HYPOTHETICAL DATA:
LAG WINDOW TOO SHORT
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FIGURE 20

HYPOTHETICAL DATA:
LAG WINDOW TOO LONG

11)

suppression on either side are hard to
distinguish from other
random changes in lag probabilities.

CHAPTER

III

RESULTS

Descriptive Data

Descriptions of the "character" of infant
movements made
in previous studies have necessarily
been qualitative and

somewhat subjective.

In

contrast, the methods of observation

used in the present study allow an
objective description of the

characteristics of infant movements to be
made in terms of

quantitative parameters.

Several descriptive parameters of

movement were therefore calculated to discern if
there were
systematic differences in the infants' movements as

a

of (1) laterality, (2) stimulus condition, or
(3) age.

function
'

These descriptive measures included (1) the number
of

movements made, (2) the mean highest speed reached by the
wrist,

(3)

the mean duration of each movement, and (4) the mean

time interval between successive movements, or inter-movement
interval (IMI).
The descriptive data reported here are of necessity

tentative, given the small number of subjects and the brief

time over

vrtiich

they were observed.

Statistical analyses of

the descriptive measures were therefore not performed because

they would not have been at all conclilisive.
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Number of Movements
The number of movements made by the
infants at each age
and under the different stimulus
conditions is certainly the

most fundamental descriptive parameter
that can be presented,
for the accuracy and representativeness
of any other descriptor

of movement that can be calculated is
necessarily dependent on

how many observations the descriptor is based
on.

The number

of movements made by subjects at each age and
under the

different stimulus conditions are therefore presented
first, in
Table

5.

Each subject's movements have been further broken

down according to laterality.

corner of the Table, subject

For example, in the upper left
1

at two weeks of age during the

alone condition made 48 movements of the right arm, and 60

movements of the left arm during the 37.5 second period (900
film frames) of observation.

This frequency of movement is

fairly representative of other subjects' data.
were exceptions.

However, there

Note that subject 2 made very few movements

under either stimulus condition at two weeks of age.
also true of subject

condition.

In

3

at

10

This was

weeks of age during the recording

each of these three instances one of the

infant's arms made only one movement during the entire 37.5
seconds.

Calculating "average" or representative descriptive

parameters based on so few observations would have been
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TABLE

5

NUMBER OF "START" EVENTS, BY AGE AND
CONDITION

AGE
2

WEEKS

10

CONDITION

SUBJECT

ALONE RECORDING

WEEKS

CONDITION

ALONE RECORDING MOTHER

1

23

8

11

23

18

2

8

5

5

15

14

3

23

13

10

7

7

4

13

10

11

10

13
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meaningless.

Therefore, these three instances
are omitted fro.
the descriptive data presented
below.

Laterality
Figure

21

presents laterality comparisons
in terms of the

four descriptive parameters.

For all parameters, the data

presented are the ratio of right
movement data to left.

The

data have been presented by conditions
so that the consistency

of laterality differences across conditions
can be visually
assessed.

Laterality differences in descriptive
parameters of

movement should not vary as

a

function of stimulus conditions.

Therefore, if a subject shows consistent and
large laterality

differences across all stimulus conditions,
this would suggest
that the difference was real.

Such differences would be

characterized by ratio scores substantially and consistently
greater or less than

1

across conditions.

For example, the

upper left graph presents the ratio of number of movements
made
by the right arm to number of movements made by the left
arm in

both the alone and recording conditions, for subjects at two
weeks of age.

Subject

4

made approximately 75% more movements

of the right arm than the left, under both conditions.
The graph immediately below shows that the highest speed

of subject 4's right arm movements was also consistently about

half that of left arm movements under both conditions.

The
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FIGURE

21

LATERALITY DATA: RATIOS OF
RIGHT TO LEFT
FOR ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MEASURES
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magnitude of these laterality differences
is not terribly
impressive, and furthermore these are
the largest and most
consistent laterality differences for any
subject and any

descriptive parameter at two weeks of
age.
striking thing about the data in Figure

21

variability of the scores for the two ages.

Indeed, the most
is the contrast in
At two weeks of

age, there simply are no substantial
differences between right
and left in either the number of
movements made, their speed,

duration or rate of occurrence.

At ten weeks of age, there are

many substantial contrasts between right and left
arm movements
but these contrasts were not consistent for any
one subject

across the three stimulus conditions.

"Iherefore, the age

contrast here is not suggestive of laterality differences
per
se but rather, reflects an increased variability in arm

movement patterns at ten weeks of age.

Conditions

In

Figure 22 the descriptive data for the right and left

limbs was averaged together.

The Figure presents descriptive

data by stimulus condition for each of the four subjects at
two, and ten weeks of age.

Clearly, at neither age are there large, consistent

effects of stimulus conditions on any descriptive parameters of
movement.

The only possible exception to this is the fact that

^
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at ten weeks of age subjects 2 and
3 made many more movements

in the alone condition than in the
recording condition (Figure
22 upper right graph).

This in itself is rather
equivocal.

However, this result is consistent
with the author's general

impression that the alone condition was
more stressful for the
infants,

niat this may have been true is borne
out by the

pattern of sessions that had to be either
interrupted or
repeated (See Table

At ten weeks of age. subjects

1).

1

and 4.

(who did not make more movements during the
alone condition)

fact had to be tested twice, due to fussing.

in

Both first

sessions with these two subjects were terminated during
the
alone condition.

Had they made it through the alone condition

on the first session, they would very likely have shown
the
same pattern as the other two subjects.

Age Differences

To assess whether or not there were overall age

differences in descriptive parameters, the data presented in
Figure 22 were collapsed over conditions and re-graphed
Figure 23.

in

Based on the observed sample of movements, there

was virtually no change from two weeks to ten weeks of age. in

either the average number of movements made, their average peak
speed, or their duration.

Three of the four subjects did.

however, show increases with age in the mean inter-movement

FIGURE 23
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interval.

(The age change in inter-movement
interval could not

be assessed for subject 2 because
this subject made virtually
no movements in either stimulus
condition at 2 weeks of age).
Tests of Hypotheses

The major hypotheses of the present
study were

(

to

1)

determine if there were simultaneous or
lagged temporal
dependencies between right and left arm
movements, and (2) to
determine if there were either simultaneous
or lagged temporal

dependencies between speech events and infants'
movement
events.

In

addition, it was also hypothesized that the

accuracy of both kinds of synchronization should
increase with
age, and be influenced by stimulus conditions.

The two major

hypotheses were assessed directly using lag analysis.

There

was no way to directly test the other hypotheses since
they

predicted expected contrasts between different lag analysis

profiles (across age and across conditions) rather than
specific expected lag analysis profile.

a

These hypotheses were

therefore "tested" by simply comparing the profile under the

different stimulus conditions and at the 2 ages.
The lag analysis method used to test the major hypotheses

is quite versatile, since it can be performed either on data

from

a

single sequence of behavior from one subject, or on data

that has been pooled from many sequences of behavior

— either
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from one subject or from many.

In the

present context, there

are arguments for using both
approaches.

Consider the hypothesis of "self-synchrony",
were only

a

if there

slight tendency to move the right
and left arms at

the same instant, single-subject
analyses could possibly fail
to detect the effect in any one
infant's data, whereas an

overall analysis would be based on more
data, have more power,
and therefore could detect the effect.

On the other hand, if

one subject showed strong evidence of self
synchrony while the

others showed no evidence of it.

a

group analysis would very

likely obscure the one subject's pattern of positive
results in
the "noise" contributed by the other subjects.

With these considerations in mind, the two major

hypotheses of the present study were tested using both group,
and individual analyses.

The data from the four subjects were

grouped and analyzed in virtually every combination possible.
The single exception was that no analyses were performed which

pooled lag data across the two ages.
To give the reader an idea of the number of ways analyses

were performed, the following breakdown represents all

categories of lag analyses done to test for dependencies
between right and left arm movements.

(1)

For an overall

analysis, lag data were pooled across both subjects and

conditions at each age.

(2) In case stimulus conditions might
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have affected the pattern of
results, separate lag analyses
were also performed at each age,
within each of the stimulus
conditions, again pooling data across
all four subjects.

In case one subject showed

(3)

evidence of "synchrony" while
the

other did not, separate analyses were
performed on each of the
four subjects, at each age, pooling
their lag data across

stimulus conditions,

(n)

Finally, at the most specific level,

lag analyses were performed (on single
sequences of behavior)

within each age, within each different
stimulus condition, and
within each subject's data.

In

testing for temporal

dependencies between movements and speech (during
the
tape-recording stimulus condition) analyses were performed
at
each age by

( 1 )

pooling data across subjects, and (2) testing

each subject's data separately.
For each of the above categories the three dependent

measures (starts, peaks, and changes in direction) were
analyzed three different times using lag windows of
film frames width.

3,

5,

and 7

Altogether, for the entire study, H05 lag

analyses were performed.

Fortunately the results of these many analyses were highly
redundant.

For example, in no instances did the lag window of

three frames appear to be too short.
presented here made use of

a

Therefore, all analyses

lag window three frames in width.

Furthermore, the use of "starts" as movement events proved to

.
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be unfeasible.

Table

6

presents the number of start
events

made by each subject at each age
and condition.

All lag

analyses based on starts were characterized
by very low
expected probabilities of matching and
widely fluctuating,

erratic observed proportions of matching.

Because of such

problems, none of the lag analyses based
on starts will be

reported
Even with these exceptions, to present
all of the

remaining lag analyses would be extremely
tedious and
unnecessary.
summarized.

The tests of both major hypotheses can
readily by
In

none of the lag analyses performed was there

any credible evidence in support of either of the major
hypotheses.

TTiis

fact precluded consideration of the other

hypotheses concerning the effects of age and conditions.
This pattern of results can be amply demonstrated by

presenting

a

sample of the lag analyses in detail and simply

describing the results of the others briefly.
presented below are ordered by hypotheses.

The lag analyses

Tests of "self

synchrony" will be presented first, for each age.

At each age,

the overall analysis combining data across all four subjects
and all conditions will first be reported, followed by

"component" analyses within each stimulus condition.
as an example of a lag analysis representing

a

Finally,

single sequence

of behavior, single-subject data from one representative infant
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TABLE

6

NUMBER OF MOVEMENT EVENTS IN EACH LIMB
BY AGE AND CONDITION

AGE

WEEKS

2

10

CONDITION
ALONE

SUBJECT

R

WEEKS

CONDITION

RECORDING

ALONE

L

R

L

R

L

RECORDING MOTHER
R

L

R

L

1

48

60

91

100

49

31

57

50

81

50

2

30

1

1

11

109

123

13

67

46

88

3

56

55

39

39

104

61

8

1

70

94

4

78

100

75

94

60

56

50

44

23

93
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was chosen whose data will be
presented for each condition,
at
each age.
Subject four was chosen for
this role, because this
subject showed a reasonable frequency
of movement under all

conditions, at both ages.

The other subjects'

individual

analyses will only be briefly summarized
unless they differ

substantially from subject 4's data.
A similar approach will be used for
the tests of

interactive synchrony.

At each age, group results will be

presented, followed by an example of one subject's
data, with

a

brief description of the pattern of results in the
other
subjects.

Right-Left Analyses at 2 weeks

Data Pooled Over Conditions and Subjects

.

Figure 2n presents

the results of the overall lag analysis on peaks in speed,
at 2

weeks of age, combining data from all

4

subjects across both

the recording and alone stimulus conditions.

For this, and all

analyses to follow, movement events from the right arm were
used to define the "criterion" time series from which looks

were made to the other arm's events.

The abscissa represents

both positive (forward) and negative (backward) lag windows.
Positive lag windows represent the probability of left-arm

movement events following the criterion right-arm movement
events by the indicated time lag.

Negative lag windows
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FIGURE 24

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING ALL CONDITIONS
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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represent the probability of left-arm
events preceding

right-arm events by the indicated
time lag.

The zero lag in

the center of the Figure represents
the probability of right
and left events occurring
simultaneously (defined as either on

the same film frame or one film
frame away).

window represents
31

3

Since each lag

film frames, or 1/8th second of
time, the

lag windows here represent a range
of 3.875 seconds, or

approximately +2 seconds.

The ordinate represents the

conditional probability of matching between
right and left
events.

The band in which all of the data fall
is composed of

+2 standard deviation confidence intervals around the
expected

probability of matching.

The points plotted are the observed

proportion of matches that occurred at each lag window.
Clearly, there is no evidence here of movements
tending to

co-occur or for movements in either limb to systematically
lag
behind movements in the other.

The changes in probability

across lags here are all well within the range of what would be
expected simply through random variability.
If changes in direction

(see Figure 25) are used as the

dependent measure of movements, there again is no evidence of
systematic variation in probability of matching as
of time lag.

In

Figure 25,

5

a

function

lag windows do show significant

variations from the expected probability.
with an "X" represent

a

The points marked

significance level of £.05, while the
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FIGURE 25

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING ALL
CONDITIONS
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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points marked with an asterisk
represent

a

significance level

of £.01.
In addition to being significant,
these 5 points also

reflect

a

pattern that will be seen repeatedly
in these data.

On the left half of the Figure
(backward lags)

the

4

significant windows occur in pairs of
elevated and depressed

probabilities of matching.

Furthermore, the significant window

at +8 has quite low probabilities of
matching on either side of
it.

Such pairings of high and low probabilities
are to be

expected in the present situation.
some duration.

Movements necessarily have

If a movement event occurs on one
frame another

cannot occur on the very next frame.
number of matches occur at

a

Therefore, if a large

particular time lag (even if by

chance), the time lags on either side will necessarily
tend to
be below the expected probability.

Therefore, the simple

pairing of significantly high and low probabilities is

insufficient reason to conclude that there is

a

dependency between right and left movements.

As confirmation

of this, note that although the

5

meaningful

points in this case

significantly deviate from the expected probability, the size
of their deviations is not substantial.

For example, the

expected probability of matching at lag window +8 was .36,

while the observed proportion of matches was

.42.

Thus, the

significance at this point represents the fact that 6% more
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left arm movements occurred at
this time lag than were
expected

by chance.

This is hardly large enough to
be meaningful,

reliable characteristic of infants'
movements, but rather,
suggests random variability.

A nalyses

Within the Alone Condition

.

Analyses were also

performed separately by stimulus conditions,
in case positive

results during one stimulus condition had been
obscured by
pooling the data from all stimulus conditions in
the overall

analysis reported above.

However, the results were much the

same as in the overall analysis.

Figures 26 and 27 present the

data for the alone condition.

Figure 26 presents data for

peaks in speed.

a

Here there is

tiny, but orderly looking

elevation in probability of matching centered at

0.

However,

the associated probability is well within the expected range
of

chance variability.

Analyses Within Subjects (Alone Condition)
analyses of the

4

.

Separate

single sequences of behavior contributing to

the data in Figures 26 and 27 were performed to make sure that

pooling data over subjects had not obscured evidence of

synchrony in one of the subjects.

The pattern of results was

uniformly negative for all subjects.
subject 4's data as an example.

Figures 28 and 29 present

Here, since there are fewer

observations contributing to the probabilities at each lag, the
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FIGURE 26

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING ALONE CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 27

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING ALONE
CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 28

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
SUBJECT 4, DURING ALONE CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 29

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
SUBJECT i|, DURING ALONE CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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random fluctuations from each lag to the
next are larger.

The

lag profiles of the other 3 subjects during
this condition were

similar in appearance to those for subject

Analyses Within the Recording Condition

4,

Figures 30 and

.

31

present the lag analyses for all four subjects' data during
the

recording condition.

Consistent with the other lag analyses at

this age, there was no evidence of either synchronous or lagged
temporal dependencies for either type of movement event.

The

few significant lags in these two Figures represent small

deviations from the expected probability of matching, and do
not appear to represent "real" relationships.

Analyses Within Subjects (Recording Condition)
32 and 33 present the data for subject

condition.

Figures

during the recording

H

Here no points were significant for either type of

movement event.
similar.

.

For the other three subjects the results were

Occassional points were significant, but represented

small deviations, and had no discernable pattern.

Right Left Analyses at 10 Weeks

Data Pooled Over Conditions and subjects

present the overall analyses pooling all
the three stimulus conditions.

Figures 3^ and 35

.

4

subjects data over

At this age there again were no

systematic relationships shown by all subjects, for either type
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FIGURE 30

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING RECORDING
CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE

31

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING RECORDING
CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 32

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
SUBJECT 4, DURING RECORDING CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 33

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
SUBJECT 4, DURING RECORDING CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 34

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING ALL CONDITIONS
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 35

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING ALL CONDITIONS
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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of movement event.

For peaks in speed, no lag
windows were

significant. For changes in direction.

significant

(-U

2 lag

windows were

and -12) but again, these lags
represented

insubstantial deviations from the expected
probability.

Analyses Wi thin Stimulus Conditions

.

Each of the three

stimulus conditions (alone, recording,
mother) were analyzed

separately to determine whether they influenced
movements.
There were no systematic temporal relationships
between right
and left arm movements, either for peaks in
speed or changes in

direction, under any of the stimulus conditions.

Since the

pattern of results in these analyses was consistent with
all of
the data presented thus far. these data will not be
presented
and discussed for each condition separately.

through

^^

Figures

"^6

present the data for these analyses.

Analyses Within Subjects (All Conditions)

.

To determine

If any one of the subjects had shown evidence of relationships

between right and left arm movements which was not evident in
the group analyses, separate analyses were done on each

sequence of movement, for each subject, under each of the
stimulus conditions.

Figures ^2 through

analyses of this kind for subject

^,

present sample

for both peaks in speed

and changes in direction, for all three stimulus conditions.

While occassional points in these Figures were significant.
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FIGURE 36

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING ALONE CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 37

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING ALONE CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 38

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING RECORDING
CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 39

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING RECORDING CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 40

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING MOTHER CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE

41

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING MOTHER CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 42

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
SUBJECT 4, DURING ALONE CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 43

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
SUBJECT 4, DURING ALONE CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 44

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON PEAKS IN
WRIST SPEED
SUBJECT 4, DURING RECORDING
CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 45

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON CHANGES IN
DIRECTION
SUBJECT 4. DURING RECORDING
CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 46

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
SUBJECT 4, DURING MOTHER CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 47

RIGHT-LEFT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
SUBJECT 4, DURING MOTHER CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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there were no large or systematic
effects in this subject's
data or in any of the others'.

Analyses of Speech and Movement at 2
Weeks
Data Pooled over Subjects and Conditions:

2

weeks

In

.

performing lag analyses for relationships between
the timing of
speech events and movement events, speech events
were

designated as the "criterion" time series, and
movement events

of the right and left arms were pooled together to
form the
second time series.

Figures 48 and 49 present overall analyses

for both measures of movement, pooling data over
all subjects
and both stimulus conditions at 2 weeks of age.

Although

several lag windows were significant, these again reflected
small deviations from expected probabilities and appear to be

random

Analyses Within Subjects

.

Separate analyses of each

subject's data were consistent with the overall analysis.

As

an example of these analyses. Figures 50 and 51 present lag

analyses of speech events compared with peaks in speed and

changes in direction respectively, for subject

4.

For both

kinds of movement events, there was no evidence of systematic

variations in probability of matching as

a

function of lag

window, although again, several isolated lag windows were

significant.

The data for the other subjects were similar to
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FIGURE 48

SPEECH-MOVEMENT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING RECORDING CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 49

SPEECH-MOVEMENT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING RECORDING
CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 50

SPEECH-MOVEMENT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
SUBJECT 4, DURING RECORDING CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 51

SPEECH-MOVEMENT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
SUBJECT 4, DURING RECORDING CONDITION
2 WEEKS OF AGE
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those in Figures 50 and 51.

Analyses of Speech and Movement at
Data Pooled over Subjects.

At

10

10

weeks

weeks of age there also was

no overall effect of speech on the timing
of movements.

Figures 52 and 53 present analyses of speech events
against
peaks in speed and changes in direction, respectively.

Again,

for neither type of movement events were there
systematic

variations in probability of matching as

a

function of time

lag.

Analyses Within subjects

.

In

case one or more subjects

had shown relationships between their movements and the speech

events which had been either cancelled out, or were obscured in
the group analysis, individual analyses were conducted on each

subject's data.

Figures 54 and 55 present analyses of speech

events compared with peaks in speed and changes in direction,
respectively.

Clearly neither Figure shows systematic changes

in the probability of matching as a function of time lag.

Data

for the other subjects were essentially identical, although in

some instances several isolated lag windows were significant.
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FIGURE 52

SPEECH-MOVEMENT ANALYSIS ON
PEAKS IN WRIST SPEED
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING RECORDING CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 53

SPEECH-MOVEMENT ANALYSIS ON
CHANGES IN DIRECTION
ALL SUBJECTS, DURING RECORDING
CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 54

SPEECH-MOVEMENT ANALYSIS ON CHANGES IN
WRIST SPEED
SUBJECT 4, DURING RECORDING CONDITTon
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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FIGURE 55

SPEECH-MOVEMENT ANALYSIS ON CHANGES
IN DIRECTION
SUBJECT 4, DURING RECORDING
CONDITION
10 WEEKS OF AGE
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CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION

The present study was prompted by

much as by particular studies.

a

lack of research as

Studies of early motor

development and the development of coordination have focused
on

describing coordination in terms of the consequences of

movement (successfully sitting up, grasping an object, etc.)
rather than describing movement £er se.

Tools have not been

available with which to describe limb movements in terms of
their times of initiation and completion, their speed,

duration, extent, and other parameters dealing with motion per
se

.

The primary goal of the present study was to demonstrate
the usefulness of newly developed techniques of photogrammetry
to the problems of describing movement.

The few studies that

had attempted to describe and analyze infant movements in

detail were found to suffer from

weaknesses.

a

number of glaring

In particular, Condon and Sander (1974) had made

the highly controversial claim that, newborn infants' limb

movements were highly coordinated, and furthermore that the
infant was capable of moving in synchrony with speech presented
to him.
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17^

This study, more than any other, pointed
up the need for

more objective methods of analyzing movements,
for although it
was highly controversial, no attempts were
made to

reinvestigate the phenomena this study dealt with

—

presumably

because anyone else attempting to replicate the
study would
face the same problems of lack of objectivity
and reliability

of observations as were present in the initial study.

Despite the controversy of the particular claims made by
this study, some form of the basic phenomena it dealt with
seemed reasonable.

Concerning self-synchrony, it would seem

improbable for the timing of adult right and left limb

movements to be completely independent, given Lashley's (1954)
arguments that all movements have to fit into
rhythm.

a

single bodily

Certainly tasks requiring asynchronous movements like

tapping two separate rhythms, are more difficult than simpler
tasks requiring synchronous movements.
al.

Furthermore, Kelso, et

(1979) demonstrated that arm movements in adults were

synchronous at least in certain situations.

Finally,

a

certain

amount of temporal dependence between right and left arm

movements is predicted by the physics of limb movements.
foreceful limb movement will produce

a

A

large torque on the

trunk of the body that must be counteracted if the position of
the whole body is to be kept constant (and balance maintained,
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etc.).

Symmetrical (and synchronous) limb
movements have the

desirable property of cancelling one
another out in their net
torque on the trunk.

Synchronous limb movements, whether

symmetrical or not, also produce

a

single net torque, that can

be more readily counteracted by bracing
opposing muscle groups.
A case can also be made that some type
of interactive

synchrony is also

plausible phenomenon of movement.

a

Speech

has an inherently rhythmical pattern to it (Martin,
1970, 1972)

which is mirrored in speakers' gestures.

It is likely that we

track such rhythms as listeners to facilitate our understanding
and to regulate the interaction.

nod in rhythm with

rapport.

a

For example, we frequently

speaker, while listening to convey our

Furthermore, studies of mother- infant interaction

have found certain degrees of "synchrony" between the
interactants.

Tronick (1980), for example, found that mothers

and infants always independently changed their interactive

state within the same second.

Stein (1971) found highly

coordinated patterns of making eye contact between
her infant.

a

mother and

Evidence such as this suggests that speech per se

might have some regulating role for the infant, and that during
interaction, the infant might well track the exaggerated rhythm
of his mother's speech, become entrained to it, and move in

synchrony with it.
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Summary of Results
The present study therefore sought to
re-investigate the

phenomena of self-synchrony and
interactive synchrony in
infants, both to provide some definitive
answers concerning

these controversial phenomena, and
also to demonstrate the

usefulness of photogrammetry techniques
for enabling accurate,

quantitative descriptions to be made of
infant movements.
Analyses of Self Synchrony.

Exhaustive tests, using lag

analyses (Sackett, 1980) were made to determine if
there was

an^ interdependence between the timing of right and
left limb
movement "events," for either the starts of movements,
the
instant of the peak speed of the wrist, or abrupt changes
in

direction of arm movements.

No evidence was found, either at

two weeks or ten weeks of age, for any interdependence
in

timing of right and left arm movements.

Analyses of Interactive Synchrony

.

Similar analyses for

interdependence between speech events and infants' movements
failed to show any relationships between the timing of infants'

movements to highly rhythmical, infant appropriate speech
presented them.
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Descriptive Analyses of

Movement....

Movements were analyzed in

terms of their frequency, and their average
peak speed,

duration and rate of occurrence.

No conclusive evidence was

found for clear-cut laterality differences
or for contrasts in
age, or stimulus conditions, on any of
these movement

descriptors.

However, there was some suggestion that the
alone

stimulus condition may have been more stressful on the
infants,
reflected in their tendency to fuss during this condition,
and
to be more active.

Also, variability of all descriptors of

movement was much higher at ten weeks than at two weeks.

This

was consistent with the author's impressions while viewing
the
films of less stereotyped movement at the older age.

Evaluation of Results

The most fundamental issue to be addressed in evaluating
the present findings is to ask whether or not they are valid.
It is always somewhat hazardous to draw conclusions from

negative findings, but in the present case,

a

highly

controversial study using very subjective and questionable
methods, has been re-examined using much more sophisticated,

objective techniques.

While the present data are not

vulnerable to any of the methodological criticism^ that have
been made of the Condon and Sander (1974)study.

Nevertheless
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there are issues of validity that can be raised, and
that
should be addressed.

Since, with only

a

few exceptions, these

issues apply equally to the data concerning interactive

synchrony and self synchrony, no differentiation of the two

kinds of data will be made in discussing these issues.
Insufficient data

.

It might be argued that the reason

self-synchrony (for example) was not found was that too few
body-parts were considered in analyzing movements.

In the

present study no attempt was made to score movements of every
part of the body as was done by Condon and Sander (1974).

argument might be made that by analyzing such

a

The

small

proportion of all movement events, the present study simply had
no power to detect self-synchrony.

However, whereas the

present study looked at movements of only two "body parts" this
is compensated for by the fact that the present study also

analyzed

a

much longer span of time than was analyzed by Condon

and Sander.

Their reported results were based on actual data

for only 28 seconds worth of movement.

In contrast, the

overall analysis across conditions at ten weeks of age in the

present study was based on 7.5 minutes worth of movement

observation.

This would certainly seem to be

a

sufficient span

of time to compensate for the lower expected frequency of

.
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matching.

Self-synchrony can hardly be said to
be

a

characteristic of movements if sensitive
statistical measures
fail to show even marginal evidence
of it in 7.5 minutes worth

of observations on two major "body parts".
"Events" Inappropriately Scored

.

Admittedly, the

correspondence between events scored by the present
method, and
scored through simple observation was
not perfect.

There was a

systematic difference of approximately two frames
(l/12th
second) between the two methods.

However, this should only

have affected what lag should have been expected
to show

higher than expected probability.

The fact that some events

did not match at all should simply have reduced
the present study somewhat.

a

t

the power of

The use of different lag-window

sizes and the very large amount of data analyzed (in comparison
to Condon and Sander) should have more than compensated for

this

Inappropriate ages.

The ages of the infants in the present

study is another potential factor that would explain the

negative results.

During the newborn period reflexive patterns

dominate the infant's behavior.

Condon and Sander may possibly

have found self synchrony in this period because their infants
were exhibiting stereotypical, reflexive movements, that were
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suppressed by the third week of life- the
earliest age at

which the present study was conducted.

Reflexive patterns of

behavior frequently disappear some time after
the newborn
period and then later re-appear in
form.

a

more flexible, voluntary

Ten weeks of age may have been too soon
for self

synchrony to have "reappeared".

transitional period.
showing

a

This age may represent a

However, by 10 weeks of age infants are

wide range of other voluntary behaviors.

Furthermore, that self synchrony should not be present
at any
age suggests that it is not the sort of obligatory, fundamental

property of movement suggested by Condon and Sander.

Thus,

even though the ages chosen in the present study may not have
been ideal, the negative results here suggest

a

much different

picture than that described by Condon and Sander.
In retrospect an older age group would have been

desirable.

In fact,

it is unfortunate that the present study

did not include observations on adults.

Such data would have validated the present observation and

statistical techniques and also would have provided

a

test of

the degree of self-synchrony to be expected (if any) in adults

when the methodological problems of Condon's studie es are
eliminated.

For adults, we would certainly not expect the

pattern of no inter- dependence in the timing of right and left
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arm movements seen in the present data.

Implications.

To summarize the foregoing evaluation
of the

current findings, despite some differences
between the present
study and that of Condon and Sander, the present
results

clearly invalidate the notion that self-synchrony is
an
obligatory, fundamental property of movement.
The picture presented here with respect to the nature of

self-synchrony is

a

much more believable one.

From two to ten

weeks of age, there is no evidence of any correspondence in
timing between right and left movements.

While th pattern of

development after this has not been assessed, the present
results (when paired with the noted methodological problems of

Condon's studies) call his adult data into question as well.

While some degree of inter-dependence between movements is be
expected for

dependence is

variety of reasons, it is doubtful that this

a
a

fundamental "given" of the nervous system.

Rather, a hypothesis that is consistent with the present data
is that self-synchrony develops over a long span of time during

which the infant must learn to compensate for torques produced
in one limb on the position and movement of his body as a

whole.

Whatever tendency there is for self-synchrony in adults

probably is the result of
kind.

a

great deal of development of this
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CRITIQUE OF CONDON'S RESEARCH

One of the most widely cited studies in the psychological

literature concerning mother-infant interaction is that of
Condon and Sander (1974).

The findings of this study have

tremendous implications for our understanding of how language
and communicative competence develop in the infant for it

suggests that from the first days of life the infant perceives
and reacts to the features of speech (phonemes) that will later

enable him to understand and participate in verbal

communication.

It also suggests that the capacity for the kind

of mutual regulation that is fundamental to social interaction
is present at birth and develops very little.

Given the large

amount of interest there has been in the literature concerning
this study and in mother-infant synchrony,

a

detailed

examination of its methods and findings seems justified.
present review will show that there are

a

The

number of

methodological and conceptual problems with the study that
render Condon and Sanders' data inadequate to support the kind
of movement synchrony they claim to have demonstrated.
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The methodology of the Condon and Sander
(1974) study is
not reported in detail, since this study largely
was based on
an earlier study by Condon and Ogston (1967) of
the

relationship of speech and body movements in adult speakers.
The rationale and methodology of Condon and Sanders' infant

study will therefore be more understandable if the methods and
basic concepts of this earlier study are first presented.

Condon and Ogston (1964) filmed adult face-to-face

interaction and then attempted to segment both movements and
speech as precisely as possible.

They divided up body

movements into movements of individual "body parts" at each
joint and scored times in the film where changes in direction

of movements occurred (eg: flexion-extension).

They also

segmented the speech signal recorded on the sound film into

"phonemes" and changes in phonemes.
speech was done by

a

This segmentation of the

trained phonetician, by moving the film

back and forth while listening to the sound.

The film frame

number most closely associated with the onset of each phoneme
was found in this manner.

fashion consisted of

a

The records generated in this

time-line and points of change in motion

marked for all body parts.
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Using this technique, Condon and
Ogston found that even
the small unconscious movements of

relationship to his speech.

a

speaker had

a

very precise

The speaker's many "body parts-

would move "together" forming

"pattern" lasting for

a

film frames (1/24th to 5/2Mths of

a

second).

1

to 5

Then changes in

direction would occur in the movement of all
or most of the
body parts at the same instant

For a given "pattern" of

.

movement, the different body parts might be moving in
several

different directions.

Thus, for example,

a

speaker might be

extending his left arm, while flexing the right arm, while
leaning forward.

This set, or "configuration" of movements

might continue briefly, and then abruptly some or all body
parts would shift direction to

a

new configuration of movement.

Condon and Ogston termed these brief patterns or configurations

of movement "process units".

The defining characteristic of a

process unit is that it begins and ends with many body parts

changing direction in the same instant.

In examining the

relationship between process units and speech, Condon and
Ogston found that process units always began synchronously with

phoneme boundaries.

They referred to the synchronization of

body movements into process units and the synchronization of

these process units with phoneme boundaries as different
aspects of "self synchrony" and suggested that the implication
of their data was that an individual's speech and movements are
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always temporally organized (synchronized)
as precisely as can
be measured.

Even more startling than this finding was
what they termed

"interactive synchrony".

They found that the onsets of process

units in listeners' movements were synchronized with
the onsets

of phonemes in the speech of
phenomenon.

a

speaker.

This is

a

remarkable

Phonemes are the smallest temporal unit in speech.

Synchrony of process units with phonemes suggests that during
social interaction, even the very smallest units of movement
and speech become synchronized.

Furthermore, Condon has suggested elsewhere (1971) that
the phenomenon of speech and movement synchrony occurs not only
for the smallest units of speech and movement, but for larger

temporal units as well.

For example, he found that large slow

movements that continued across several or more "process units"

eventually changed direction at boundaries of larger units of
speech, such as syllables, words, or phrases.

The implication

of these findings is that the hierarchical structure of the

speaker's speech (phonemes, syllables, words, phrases) causes
an analagous hierarchical structure to be evident in the

listener's movements.

Condon and Sander (197M):

Summary of Results
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Condon and Sander (1974) sought to determine
whether the
same synchrony phenomena found in adult behavior
were present
in infant begavior.

of

16

Using sound film, they recorded movements

infants in an active-alert state while adult speech
was

presented, either by
talking.

a

tape recorder, or an experimenter

In "study I" a frame-by-frame analysis of the
body

movements of one infant was done, during 89 words of
continuously spoken speech (not tape recorded), presented by an
experimenter standing over the infant, but out of the infant's
line of sight.

This was done so that it would not be possible

that synchrony of the infant's movements could be based on

visual cues of seeing the adult's body movements.

(However,

the experimenter was able to see the movements of the infant.

This could easily have influenced the rhythm, rate, and other

aspects of the experimenter's speech.)

To determine if "self

synchrony" was present, the overall pattern of the infant's

body movements was first segmented into process units.

That

this segmentation was possible was taken by Condon and Sander
as evidence that "self synchrony" was in fact

of movement in the neonate.

a

characteristic

The speech spoken to the infant

was then segmented into "speech phoneme boundaries".

To

determine if "interactive synchrony" was present,^ the frequency
of synchronous occurrences between process units and "phoneme

boundaries" was examined.

The dependent measure used was the
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number of "discrepancies" (non-simultaneous
occurrences)

between when process units and "phoneme
boundaries" occurred.
Out of

a

total of 892 film frames analyzed for
one infant, 64

discrepancies between speech boundaries and
process units
occurred.

This "low" number of discrepancies was
interpreted

as evidence that interactive synchrony
was present.

Amazingly,

neither the total number of phoneme boundaries, nor
the total
number of process units scored was reported.

Thus it is not

possible from their reported data to calculate how many

discrepancies would have been expected by chance.
In "study II", as a control for "random fitting-together"

of infant movements with adult speech, the first 336 frames
(14
seconds) of the first subject were compared with 336 frames (14

seconds) of movement in

a

second infant filmed during silence.

The movements of individual body parts of the second infant

were scored and then this record was analyzed to define
"process units".

This second infant's process units were then

scored for simultaneous or discrepant occurrence with the

boundaries in the speech presented to the first infant.
the movements of the second infant were scored

as.

heard the speech presented to the first infant.

Thus,

though it had
Many more

discrepancies were found between the movements of the second
infant and the speech (119) than were found for the movements

of the first infant (21) during the same period.

However, once
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again, the total number of speech
boundaries, and process units

were not reported for either infant.

Neither were statistical

comparisons made between the two infants'
data.
These two brief "studies" including only
two infants were
the entire extent of the quantitative
analyses reported.

presenting these data Condon and Sander stated:
"another
old sustained movement synchronous throughout,
with

a

After
2 day

series of

125 words of female speech presented by tape
recorder".

However, no quantitative data were presented
for this infant.

Similarly, the remaining "findings" reported are
general

statements without supporting data, such as, "The precision
of

synchronization illustrated... (in the data formally reported)
was found to characterize the correspondence between adult
speech and infant movement in all 16 infants".

It was also

reported that the same level of synchronization occurred to

foreign languages as well as to English.

containing English, and Chinese excerpts.

A tape was presented

The Chinese excerpts

were associated with the same level of correspondences between

movement and speech as was found with the English.

(The vast

differences between the phonemes of Chinese and English suggest
that special steps would have been necessary to segment the

Chinese into phonemes, yet no mention was made concerning how
the Chinese speech was segmented).

Disconnected vowel sounds

and tapping noises presented by tape recorder were also found
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to generate a "lower" level of
synchronization than that found

for "natural rhythmic speech".

However, again no quantitative

data were reported for this difference.

Critique of results

The foregoing examination of Condon and
Sander's reported

data reveals

a

number of glaring weaknesses that have
somehow

escaped the attention of researchers who have cited
the work.
Indeed, some references to the work give the
impression that

formal statistical analyses had been performed and reported
on
the data of 16 infants, who had all been tested under

3

different condition, including recorded speech, music, and
tapping sounds.

In fact, actual data are only presented for

two infants, and the "controlled" study is based on only
28

seconds worth of speech and movement.

Furthermore, the

comparisons between these two infants can be shown to be
inconclusive.
The basic problem with the comparisons made between the
two infants is that the data were reported with in such

a

way

as to make it impossible to determine if the seemingly large

differences between the "experimental" and "control" infant
were meaningful.

Even the most fundamental descriptive

statistics, such as number of speech boundaries and number of

process units scored for each infant were not given.

Instead,
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we are presented with the number
(rather than the proportion)

of discrepancies.

As the data are reported, we have
no way of

knowing that the frequency of movements was
similar for the
infant hearing the speech and the control
infant.

The

importance of knowing the frequency of movements
can best be
illustrated with an extreme example.

Suppose that the infant

presented with the speech never moved, and therefore had
no
"discrepancies", whereas the control infant moved frequently
and had a different process unit on almost every film
frame.
In this case, the control infant would have necessarily
scored
a

higher rate of "discrepancies", but this would not have been

meaningful.

As the data are reported, we cannot rule out this

explanation of the results.
Even if we accept the reported results at face value,
there are still

a

number of weaknesses in the study.

Movement scoring procedure.

The technique Condon and Sander

used to find precisely where

a

particular movement began or

ended was to view the film of the behavior in

a

back-and-forth

manner to attempt to find the exact film frame where the

movement changed direction.
this procedure.

There are serious problems with

First of all, the movement-change points were

all written down on

a

scoring sheet together, so that the

observer could readily see when movements were synchronous or
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asynchronous, by noting whether movements
lined up in columns
or were distributed more randomly.

creates

a

This manner of scoring

potential observer bias to find movements
occurring

synchronously.

Many movements begin very slowly, and
it is

a

very difficult and tedious process to
reliably identify the
^"^^^^^

^'"^'"^

of movement.

As one becomes more familiar with
a

particular movement, smaller and smaller changes
between frames
become noticable, so that
begin at frame number

N,

a

movement that initially appears to

for example, may after several

viewings appear to "really" begin at frame number N-1 or N-2.
The exact frame number that is finally chosen is strongly

Influenced by the amount of motion that one uses as
for when the movement "really" began.

a

criterion

It is impossible, using

this technique of back-and-forth viewing to define this

criterion and also probably very hard to keep it constant over

many hours of scoring.

This problem, coupled with the fact

that Condon and Sander were expecting, or at least hoping to
find synchrony, and were writing all the movements down on the

same scoring sheet, makes it seem extremely likely that they

would have found movements changing synchronously.

It seems

noteworthy that in none of Condon's studies
(1966,1967,1971,1974,1975) has reliability data concerning the

movement segmentation process been reported.
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A similar problem may have led
to an artificial finding of

synchrony between process units and
phoneme boundaries.

The

phenomenon of perceiving asynchronous
events as occurring

synchronously is well known to researchers
in speech
perception.

Fodor and Bever (1965) presented
subjects with

tape recorded phrases to which click
sounds had been added,

either in the middle of

a

grammatical phrase, or at the

beginning or end of the phrase.

Subjects tended to "shift"

clicks that occurred in the middle of phrases and heard
them as

occurring at the boundaries between phrases.

Other work has

demonstrated, using the same technique that the same
process

occurs within words.

Ladafoget and Broadbent (I960) showed

that clicks presented during long vowels tended to be heard

either at the beginning of the preceeding or following

consonant, at

a

syllable boundary.

While both of these

examples deal with temporal shifts of events in the auditory
modality, Karmel has demonstrated in
a

a

very compelling way that

similar pseudo-synchronization phenomenon occurs across

modalities.

If one views an array of randomly blinking lights,

it is fairly easy to tell that there is no overall pattern, and

that each light is blinking independently from the others.
if strongly rhythmic music is superimposed while viewing the

same display, one's attention is drawn to whatever light

happens to blink on or very close to the beats in the music,

But

.
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and suddenly the lights appear
to be highly patterned and

blinking synchronously with each of
the beats in the music.
is not clear from Condon and
Sanders'

It

study whether or not

movements were scored in isolation from
the speech heard by the
infants.

If the sound track had been audible
during the

scoring of the movements (or if the image of
the infant had
been visible diring scoring of speech
phonemes) this temporal

shifting process could have easily led to
erroneously scoring

movements as occurring synchronously with speech
boundaries.
Definitio n of Dependent Measure

.

The interpretation of the

interactive synchrony data presented above becomes more
plausible in light of the vague definition given for process
units:
"When a person speaks, however, there are
most often several body parts moving together
simultaneously. A 'unit' of behavior can be
defined as the occurrence of an order in the
relationships of movement which these
simultaneously moving body parts sustain in
relation to each other. This appears as a
rhythmic sustaining together and changing
together of the body parts in complex ways "
(emphasis added)

Unfortunately, no strict rules for defining the "order",
or "complex ways" are given.

This makes it extremely difficult

to evaluate this sort of evidence for "self synchrony".

Although several sections of behavioral record are included in
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the study with "process units" circled,
no amount of

scrutinizing these records seems to be
sufficient to allow
judgement of why process units are identified
where they are,
and not elsewhere.

This suggests (at the very least) that
the

scoring system used may not preserve sufficient
detail of the

infant's behavior.

Viewing the film directly may have been

necessary to enable segmentation of the stream of
movements
into process units.

Alternatively, the sound track (speech) of

the film may have played the same organizing role in scoring
.

process units that rhythmic music plays in Karmel's

demonstration of pseudo-synchronization of blinking lights.

Underlying Assumptions

.

There are also problems with the basic

rationale of the study, evident in the design.

Even if some

type of interactive synchrony were present, because of the

nature of speech production and speech perception it is

inconceivable that the basis for the synchronization found by
Condon and Sander is that the infants were reacting to phoneme
boundaries.

The tacit assumption behind the hypothesis of

movement synchrony with phoneme boundaries per se is that
speech perception is

analyzing

a

a

continuous, forward-only process of

string of discrete events (phonemes), laid end to

end, with clearly defined boundaries.

signal is much more complex than this.

However, the speech
Fodor, Bever, and
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Garrett (1970) have demonstrated conclusively
that sequential

models that attempt to account for speech
perception as

a

linear "left-to-right" process of analyzing
the acoustic

information in the speech signal can never
work (Fodor, et al,
1970,

p.

296).

In most cases phonemes overlap
considerably.

Furthermore, often the information needed to identify
what
phone has occurred is only present in the next phone.

Sometimes even occurrence or non-occurrence of
not clear until the next phone.

a

phone is

Liberman (1979) gives the

example of the contrast between "gray chip" and "great chip".
The acoustic information corresponding to "gray" and "great"
can be examined by looking at the speech spectrograms for the
two phrases.

If this is done, it is impossible to distinguish

the pattern for "gray" from that for "great".

The percieved

difference between the two words in this case depends upon the
duration of the silence between the two words and the duration
of the "ch" sound of "chip".

Thus, when we hear the phrase,

"great chip", we are not able to perceive that

a

"t" has

occurred until the following phoneme, "ch" has occurred.

In

many cases the perception of phonemes is influenced by events
occurring much farther "downstream" in the speech signal than
1/24th second.

Since this later information is frequently

necessary for accurate perception of the preceeding phoneme,
the infants simply could not have been "reacting" to phonemes
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..ithin

1/24th second of their "onset".

It is also difficult to

see how Condon and Sander were able to accurately
specify the

location of the "boundaries" between all phonemes
in their
speech, given the inherently overlapping nature of
phonemes.

Attempting to assign exact boundaries between phonemes
suggests
that such boundaries exist in the speech signal, when
in fact
the boundaries of many speech phonemes are inextricably

"blended" together.

The fact that Condon and Sander did not

report reliability data for the procedure of segmenting the
speech signal seems particularly noteworthy in this light.

